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Search and Seizure: 
Armed police raid IC party 
By Eve DeForest 
New York State troopers, in 
conjunction with Ithaca City police, 
raided a party being held in College 
Circle Apartment 8A last Friday 
evening. A search warrant giving 
the officers authority to "search 
the premises and anyone in it"was 
executive at 9:30 p.m., March 30. 
Ithaca College students Thomas 
Feldman, Brian Reader, Matthew 
Schwartz and Jeff U ngvary were 
charged with "unlawfully dealing 
with a child" for serving alcohol to 
minors. After further investigation. 
Schwartz was also charged with 
possession of marijuana and crimi-
nal possession of a forged instru-
ment. 
Schwartz's cousin, Jon Schwartz, 
also an IC student, was charged 
with criminal possession of a con-
trolled substance. After searching 
the red Subaru sedan belonging to 
Schwartz, officers uncovered two 
" ... Search the premises 
and anyone in it." 
ounces of Psilocybin, more com-
monly referred to as "mushrooms." 
Upon entering the apartment. 
officers protected by bulletproof 
vests and armed with handguns 
ordered 79 guests to put their hands 
on their heads and to sit on the 
floor and remain quiet. Police then 
proceeded to break down doors 
leading to the bedrooms of Reader 
and Ungvary in addition to two 
bathroom doors. 
While searching the room of 
Matthew Schwart;,. officers dis-
covered more than 25 grams of 
marijuana. a Class A misdemeanor 
possession. 
During the apartment search, 
guests were frisked and asked to 
produce identification. In addition 
to the routine frisking, several 
female guests were strip sea1chcd 
by a female officer. 
Police confiscated two half-keg~ 
of beer and concluded the in-
vcstigation by 11:45 p.m. The 
apartment residents then desig-
nated a few friends to clear out 
and secure the apartment in their 
absence. 
While searching the apartment 
bedrooms of Feldmen, Reader, and 
Ungvary, the Ithaca Police and The 
State Troopers found no traces of 
drugs or paraphernalia. Also, 
Reader, Schwartz, Feldmen, and 
Ungvary were strip searched and 
nothing was found on their person. 
Jon Schwart7 was then arraigned 
before Ithaca Town Justice James 
Herson. Herson remanded 
Schwartz to Tomokins County Jail 
on $5,000 bail or a 10,000 property 
bond. Police also impounded 
Schwartz's vehicle. 
Schwartz was released Sunday 
morning on $5000 bail pending 
his appearance in Ithaca Town 
Court. The bail was posted by 
Matthew Schwartz. 
State Police Senior Investigator 
Roney conducted the investigation. 
According to Roney, the probable 
cause used to obtain the search 
warrant was based on "information 
that there would be drugs upon 
the premises." The police then took 
that information before a judge 
who decided there was enough 
probable cause to issue a warrant. 
"We had information that on that 
date there would be drugs_ present 
at that location." said Roney. 
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Inst1rilllci(0)1r ~t 11Il1ldiiaurna U flDr<e(ffi 
for teaching ful1t§ §tmtdents that 
the Holocaust nev~r happened 
\: 
lthacalll Mkhelk Morris A speaker addresses the GALA rally 
on Blue Jeans Day last Tuesday 
GALA attempts to 
0 increase awareness 
on the IC campus 
By Christopher J. Dyer 
On Tuesday, April 3, the Gay and 
Lesbian Alliance (GALA), 
sponsored its third annual Blue 
Jeans Day to increase awareness of 
gay and lesbian issues on campus 
and in the world. Some of the 
issues that face the gay and lesbian 
community are: gay and lesbians 
cannot many; they need protection 
from hate crimes; and there is 
discrimination in the work place. 
The concept of a Blue Jeans Day 
originated on the campus of Rutgers 
University. The first Blue Jeans 
Day was in 1982. The purpose of 
Blue Jeans Day is to give people a 
sense of what it is like to be gay. 
It forces people to face the issues 
that gays face every day. 
There were a series of events 
surrounding Blue Jeans Day.. On 
Monday night, the video 'The 
Times of Harvey Mille" was 
presented in Textor 101. 
On Tuesday there was a 
rally. At the rally there were 
several speakers who discussed what 
it is like to be gay in a straight 
world Some of the six speakers 
included IC politics professor, 
Martin Brownstein and IC professor 
Suzanne Morgan. An estimated 75-
100 people attended the rally. On 
Tuesday night there was a Blue 
Jeans Day Forum to discuss how 
the day went. A video was also 
presented. Most of the members of 
GALA thought the day went really 
well and felt that the day was a 
success. 
GALA is currently working on 
several issues. They have circulated 
a petition_ protesting the possible 
establishment of a ROTC chapter 
on the Ithaca college campus. 
' RITTC has discriminated on the 
basis of sexual orientation. · The 
group thinks that students should be 
able to participate in the ~omell 
See Page~ 
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Courtesy of CPS 
A history instructor has been 
fired for teaching his class that the 
Holocaust never occurred. 
Donald Dean Hiner, a part-time 
instructor at Indiana University-
Purdue University at Indianapolis 
(IUPUI), was dismissed for lectur-
ing that the Holocaust is a Jewish 
myth, and asserting that "none of 
it makes sense unless you look at 
it from the prospect of Israel 
getting a lot of wealth from this 
story." 
The Simon Wiesenthal Center, 
a Los Angeles-based organization 
dedicated to teaching about the 
Holocaust, hailed the University's 
decision. 
"We are deeply gratified at the 
University's swift and proper ac-
tion,"said Rabbi Abraham Cooper, 
associate dean of the center. "This 
decision reinforces the commitment 
of academic integrity and the 
pursuit of truth, while striking a 
blow against bigotry which mas-
querades as scholarship." 
"I also am all for 
dismissing professurS 
who preach this" 
"My general reaction to this is 
that everyone has a right to free 
speech but when it is a blatant lie, 
as in the case of this professors 
comments, I consider it an outright 
fabrication and I am against it," 
commented Michael Faber, Jewish 
Chaplain at Ithaca College. 
'1 also am all for dismissing 
professors who preach this. That 
kind of situation has no place 011 
our campus.'' said Faber. 
Rene Arb~kle, an JUPUI sopho-
more taped Hiner's Fel>. 9 lecture 
' \ 
and turned it over to school 
administrators. 
Hiner denies he is anti-Semitic, 
saying he just attempted to teach 
another school of thought. 
"1 do not consider myself a 
revisionist," he told The Indiana-
polis News. 
A few fringe political groups 
trying to concoct a historical 
rationale for anti-Semitism have 
simply denied the Holocaust ever 
happened. Six million Jews, dis-
sidents, Catholics, gypsies and 
other innocents died in German 
concentration camps during World 
Warll. 
Short of evidence for their asser-
tion, they lately have begun calling 
themselves "revisionists," borrow-
ing the name from a scholarly, 
widely respected, research-oriented 
group of historians that during the 
1960 s and 1970 ~ exposed a dark 
underside of American history. 
Anti-Semitic groups also have 
tried dressing the charge in a cloak 
of academic respectability by 
making occasional forays onto 
campuses. 
In I 988, a leaflet published by 
the German-American National 
Political Action Committee (GAN-
PAC), a Washington, D.C.-based 
group that says the Holocaust 
never happened, was left under 
the door of Stanford University's 
Hillel Foundation. 
Hans Schmidt, GAN-PAC's 
chairman, told the student news-
paper, the Stanford Daily, that 
"Holocaust st\Jdies is based on 
lies." 
... he just attempted 
to teach another 
school of thought. 
More recently, fliers distributed 
by the Church of Jesus Christ 
Christian at East Texas State 
University in November claimed 
the Holocaust never happened, but 
is widely reported because Jews 
supposedly control American 
media. 
No record of any kind has even 
been found pertaining to the gas-
sing of Jews, homosexuals, gypsies, 
criminals or anyone else," the 
pamphlet read. "The Zionistic Jews 
have complete control of television 
and the printed page, and, con-
sequently, our politicians." 
Unseasonably cold Sat. & Sun .. 
Sa.turday ... Chance of snow 
High 30 
Low in te~-
Sunday.-.. Partly sunny 
High 30 
Low in teens 
Monday ... Considerable sunshine 
High in 40's 
Low 25 to 30 
By Gia Morris 
Academic Computing Services 
is sponsoring an open house on 
Thursday, April 5, 1990, to cele-
brate the opening of the newly 
renovated computer facility in 
Friends I IO and to "improve the 
scope of knowledge" about the 
computer services available on 
campus. 
The program will run from 3-5 
p.m. It will consist of a tour of the 
facilities and a brief history of 
computer services on campus. A 
few computers will be opened up 
in order to explain to visitors how 
the computer works from the 
inside. People who attend the 
program will receive a free pen 
or mug. 
The new lab consists of an 
enlarged IBM workroom and an 
added Macintosh workroom. 
There is also a service desk which 
staffs trained student consultants 
who provide computer assistance 
to students. Students are also 
able to check out documentation 
and programs that professors 
leave. This lab is open regularly 
from 8:30 a.m. to midnight during 
the week. Over the weekend, times 
vary. 
A unique service that ACS _pro-
vides is the free use of laser 
printers. According to Michael 
From Page 1 
GALA 
program. but the group feels that 
RITTC should not be allowed on the 
Ithaca College campus. Some of 
the members arc involved in ACT 
UP, a group that works on 
1:>romoting AIDS awareness. Some 
of the members panicipated in the 
recent protest in Albany. 
Homophobia is another issue 
facing gays on lhis campus. 
Several members commented on the 
level of homophobia on campus. "I 
get aggravated when I walk by and 
see that signs (for the group) have 
been taken down," stated one 
member. Another member stated 
that 'The level of homophobia is 
higher up here than downtown." 
Greg Bierise, co-president, added 
that the students on this campus 
were amazingly good about not 
being homophobic. There is 
isolated homophobia on this 
campus. Another member stated, "I 
think homophobia on campus comes 
just from ignorance and the fact 
that people haven't been exposed to 
gay issues, and the fact that gay 
people are just like them." 
GALA has meetings every 
Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Laub room 
of Muller Chapel. Confidentiality is 
stressed and everyone in the Ithaca 
College community is invited to 
attend. 
Taves, the director of ACS, this 
service is not provided by other 
schools and is only an experiment 
due to its expense. Students are 
reminded to abide by the rule of 
only one final copy on the laser 
printers. ACS estimates that they 
produce 50-60 thousand laser 
printed copies per semester. 
The history of the computing 
services began approximately 45 
years ago. At that time, students 
were able to use only I 0-15 
computers. To date, there are over 
200 computer terminals located in 
IO different labs on campus which 
are available to all Ithaca College 
students, an increase of over 20 
times. 
One of the labs uses a VAX 
system which does not require the 
use of a disk. Instead, the student 
must have an access code, which is 
easily obtained through the ACS 
offic~ by completing an account 
request form. This lab also pro-
vides an electronic mail service 
which allows users to send mail to 
termir.als both locally and world-
wide. 
ACS's office is located in Muller 
l02 and is staffed with a director 
and five full-time professors. ACS 
also hires 50 student consultants. 
Taves emphasized that their 
"door is always open." Currently, 
students can reach a computer 
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2-4 rooms 
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a ~ ,,. TUNE YOUR a 
a M.,,,·Uti BICYCLE-NOW a ~ ~ FOR SPRING ~ 
operated "help" program at any 
time by using the computers in 
Muller 101. By typing" ACSINFO" 
after choosing the "Ithaca" system, 
students can discuss problems, 
complaints or ideas which will be 
answered. 
~ $119095 REG. $24.95 ~ 
a PEDAL-AWAY BICYCLES a 
0 632 W. Buffruo St., Ithaca "272-5425 0 
~ «P-4/12~ Jjll]C~1 •. i 
Academic Computing Services 
states they want students to realize 
the staff is available to students 
and is "Very open and willing to 
listen to suggestions." 
1::::.======c.::ic;::ii::ai;,;::,IIIIDa:ml ··. -~--lla_t:t:1=c::!J 
SHABBAT- HAGADOL 
The Great Shabbat Preceding Pqssover 
Friday 
·1P\r))Iln<ee uandl SeNices at 6:00pm Dinner at 7:15pm (Terrace Dining) 
From Page :n 
Saturday 
Services at 10:30am 
PASSOVER 
Space is still available for the seders. 
ReseNations only- call 27 4-3103 
rhe Passover EATERY will be in the 
When asked if the· breaking down 
of several doors on the premises 
was necessary, Roney answen:d 
"Absolutely. You have to secure 
the premises because you don't 
know who is where so you have to 
act fast and execute the warrant. ... 
this is for the officers' safety as 
well as the safety of the individuals 
there." 
When asked to comment on the 
situation, the charged students 
declined pending the upcoming 
trial. 
All five students are scheduled 
to stand trial on April 11. 
NEW RESIDENCE HALL - 3RD floor lounge 
Wednesday 4/1 l - Tuesday 4/17 /\ 
Brunch 10:30am - l :00pm ~
Dinner 6:00pm - 7:00pm • , 
·, \ 
HAPPY PASSOVER! V 
) ~ 
·RYDER · 
·, 
I. ~ 
leaving school has neve:r 
been so easyo 
0 Ask about our free home moving 
guide and planning kit 
0 Local & one-way truck rental 
0 Various sizes, late model, top-
maintained trucks 
0 Automatic or standard trans-
missions, air conditioning, power 
steering, built-in loading ramps, 
radios 
°ጋ Complete move-it-yourself 
services 
0 Hand trucks, furniture pads 
°ጋ Car towing equipment 
°ጋ Cartons & covers, all kinds 
0 Packing & loading available 
= """ la 
0 Insurance 
o Route planning 
0 Nationwide 24- hour 
road service, 7 davs 
days a week · 
Convenient University location: 
895 S. Meadow, 
(Off Route 13) 
Reservation Center 
277-6000 
1-(800)-527-1707 
Make Your Reservations Today!! 
•• ., " '- •" .,. - ~ • I"• '• ),,._ 'I ' 
A §1URIB §1r0IP 
JFOR <GJIJFlr§ 
al fun §lOO>JP) 
ifO)]l° yo1l.11~ 
Keep your Spring Break tan at 
SIPJECJIAJL§: 7 S<eSSD.O>ll1lS for $35 
]. ij sessio:ims f o:rr $40 
Sassy ·Raffles· by Encore. 
Come In and try on a pair 
todayl From $3.50 
Photo: Harvey Ferdschnelder 
a:im<dl 
Days: Mon - Fri 
Sat, Sun SAM-12 midnight 9AM-9:30 PM 
*JFIJFTIEJEN 609 W. Clinton St., Ithaca 
Monday - Saturday 10-6, Thursday until 8 • (607) 272-4902 
Just off the Commons, 112 _N. Cayuga St., llhaca 272-5598 
11( ( ( ,J. .... ;.i-;c;.J 
Apr1f:,, 1990 
-. 
Weicome ~@ tth® ~BM PS/2 fca1ow 
~ITT) SmnddW [H]a!~~ is~ lF~@©rr l©fbJ[b)J 
Wednesday, Apr~I ii, i 990D i O am to 5pma 
n You Have Any Questiqns Please Contact: 
Brett Pa Cooper at 272-6548a 
Come to the IBM PS/2® Fair. Have some fun with the IBM Personal 
System/2®. Try it-see how you can get more done in less time. 
Then ask about: 
0 easy-to-use, preloaded software 
0 special student prices* 
0 affordable loan payments* 
==-::::. ~~-) 
- - - ---
- - -
_... --
- ------
-----
_ _ ._,_ 
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Applications are now available in the Office of Residential Life for several student staff positions for Summer 1990. All 
applicants must be enrolled for Fall 1990 and be in good academic and judicial standing. Applications are due to the Residentail lLife Office 
in the Campus Center no later than April 16, 1990. 
SUMMER RESIDENT ASSISTANT POSITION: In conjunction with a full-time Residence Director, supervise the housing needs of 
summer session students including check-in/out, programming, and res!)Onding to resident's needs. On-campus housing is provided with this 
position. The summer RA is paid $4.00 per hour for a 37 .5 hour work week and has a limited opportunity to attend summer school. This 
position starts May 21, 1990 and ends August 17, 1990. 
RESIDENTIAL LIFE OFFICE ASSISTANTS: Provide clerical and office support and work with room assignments and damage billings. 
An Office Assistant is paid $4.00 per hour for a 37.5 hour work week and has a limited ability to attend summer school. Two positions 
are available, both starting May 21, 1990 and ending August 17, 1990. 
STUDENT MOVING CREW: Assist with coordinating renovations work and residence hall inventory control through moving, lifting and 
storing furniture. Receive new shipments, remove furniture for repair. Student movers are paid $5.00 per hour for a 37.5 hour work week 
and have limited ability to attend summer school. Seven positions are available, all starting May 141, 1990 and ending August 31, 1990. 
STUDENT MOVING CREW SUPERVISOR: In conjunction with the central office staff, coordinate work assignments, monitor pcrfonnancc, 
and supervise the student moving crew. Peer leadership experience and 21 years of age (for insurance purposes) are preferred, valid driver's 
license required. This supervisor is paid $5.50 per hour for a 37.5 hour work week and will have limited ability to attend summer school. 
This position starts on May 14, 1990 and ends on August 31, 1990. 
SUMMER CONFERENCE ASSISTANTS: In conjuction with two Residence Directors, provide live-in assistance for conference guests 
including preparation and check-in, check-out and post-conference reviews. Create and update guest information displays, provide on-call 
response to conference guest after-hours needs a necessary. On-campus housing and board is provided with these positions in addition to $5.00 
per hour for a 37.5 hour work week. Conference Assistants have limited opportunities to attend summer school. Four positions are 
available, all starting May 21, 1990 and ending August 17, 1990. 
l 
1[ ftlhla can lin q u ft Irf Ir 
Ithacan/ Geneve Posson 
Kn youir opinion, is it always necessary 
to purchase required textbooks? 
Karen Heiney 
Art '90 
Laura Kandziolka 
Int'I Business '93 
Required textbooks arc usually 
helpful. Sometimes they are a 
waste of time and money if the 
professor decides half way 
through the semester that he/she 
doesn't like the textbook. 
If you have the money you 
should buy the recommended 
books. Just because a professor 
docsn 't insist that you read it 
every day of the week, it is 
helpful in discussions, papers 
and overall for the course. 
Ann Chetner 
Cinema/Photo '92 
Generally, yes I find that my 
required textbooks add insight to 
the professor's lectures. But 
some of my required texts I 
never even open. 
emic 
mputing 
ervices 
Ithaca College 
Invites you to attend an 
IPoilntncs CCillUllb §lPOilll§OJr§ Am·erican Pictures 
By Lisa Lanna 
The Politics Club is sponsoring 
the presentation of "American 
Pictures" on Wednesday, April 25 
at 7 p.m. in the Emerson Suites. 
This three-to-four hour multi-
media show will incorporate photo-
graph~ and narration by Jacob 
Holdt, a Danish man who spent 
five years during the 1970s travel-
ing through the United States. 
Holdt's personal journey, mostly 
through the American underclass, 
allowed him first hand experience 
in discovering what a life of poverty 
and oppression is really like. Holdt 
followed criminals in the ghettos 
during muggings, sneaked inside 
to work in southern slave camps 
and infiltrated Ku Klux Klan 
meetings. The coverage of 118,000 
miles thrnugh All ··talcs. as well as 
livmg 111 400 homes. proviJed him 
with extraordinary experiences and 
photographs which he has chosen 
to share with the rest of the world. 
His presentation portrays so~iety 
from a ~one sided worm's eye view, 
from the position of those worst 
off," as Holdt stated in an "Amer-
ican Pictures" pamphlet. "It reveals 
the psychological costs of racism 
on both the black and the white 
mind ... yet. it is not only a show 
about the victims of racism but 
also an experiment in oppression. 
The technique of the show 1s to 
bombard the audience with a one-
sided view from the position of the 
black underclas~--- There is no 
opportunity for rationalization or 
justification. A form of oppression 
ensues which gradually breab 
down the defense~ of the audi-
ence... Students can expect to 
:i.ctually experience the emot10n~ 
clack people ~uffcr man everyday 
white society. This opens the way 
for whites to begin to identify with 
and understand black reactions." 
However, the presentation is not 
solely intended for white middle 
class persons. Holdt maintain~ 
that, "for many blacks the show 
has been a positive experience in 
terms of better understanding the 
impact of internalized raci~m and 
various forms of self-denial." 
The presentation has generated 
various reactions from student', 
everywhere. Many were obliviou, 
to the facts which Holdt presented 
and viewed the show as an im-
portant experience. Others felt that 
Holdt was overbearing with h1, 
"socialist" views. It is probabh 
accurate to say that the phott;-
graphs and the material covered 
are shockmg and cmotionallv drain-
ing for all viewers · 
Commllllrrnll(Catn<Dll]§ deaum dnS<ClUlSSeS nmpact 
off 1mew tecJlmrnoilogy 9 W([])irlldl aiffanirs 
By Christopher J. Dyer 
As a part of the continuing series 
of articles about Ithaca College in 
the '90s, Dr. Thomas Bohn, Dean 
of the Roy H. Park School of 
Communications, agreed to provide 
The Ithacan with his views. Dean 
Bohn has been the dean of the 
school for 10 years. Before coming 
to Ithaca College, he worked for a 
variety of public and private 
institutes. His fields of academic 
specialty arc media criticism history 
and theory, and administrative and 
organizational management theory. 
What concept or piece of 
technology has had the most impact 
on the field of communications 
during the '80s? 
I suppose it is trite to say that 
computers have changed everything, 
but in point of fact they have. 
They have certainly changed the 
way in which we look at 
communications. What we are 
looking at today is the way in 
which computers interact with the 
process of communication and the 
way in which they alter it. I think 
that is a major consideration. So, 
in looking back at the '80s, and 
looking back at all the technological 
developments, the appearance of thL· 
personal computer and the impact 
that computers in general have h,1d 
on communication has been moq 
significant. For example, if we 
look at digital audio tape and video 
disk technology, what we're sec111g 
is communication incru,mgly 
identified as bytes of information. 
Communication is being identified 
technologically and intellectually 111 
new ways, influenced primarily h) 
the computer. 
119 Dryden Rd., Ithaca, NY 14850 
SPECIAL ROUND TRIP STUDENT AIR FARE NEW YORK TO LONDON 
DEP_ART 30 MAY FOR ONLY $543.00 PLS 16TAX 
DEPART 05 JUNE FOR ONLY $590.00 PLS 16TAX 
RETUliN ANY MIDWEEK DAY BEFORE 27 AUGUST 1990!!! 
HOTEL PACKAGES ... BRITRAIL AND EURAIL PASSES AND MORE. .. !!! 
BR~T~SH A~ RWAY§ 
To celebrate the opening of our 
newly renovated Friends 
Microcomputer Complex 
, •• , ' •• •\, • 1, ~.-
The worlds favourite airline: _77 
CALL 800-638-3022 OR 607-272-7987 
FOR DETAILS AND RESERVATIONS 
,.,,,,,, 
ASTA 
A,ntJ1C1lf"'),..,<~·. 
r:,1,0-1~·-, 
Thursday Aprii 5th 3:00 - 5:00 pm 
in Friends 11 O 
st0?~"1 and take a tour of our new facility; see a software 
demonstration·, \12:-ax11 about the past, present and future state of 
computing at \tna~-a. College; attend a mini-workshop; 
and · K pie uµ a \ree mug or pen. 
... 
° Fresh Flowt::r 
Bouquets 
0 Exquisite· 
Chocolates 
0 Imported Soaps 
0 Balloons 
1f Jhl ce lPil«llil1li'ccantn ({)) rm 
• 
Mon., Wed., Sat. 10 - 5:30 ' 130 Ithaca Commons Thurs., Fri, 10 - 9 
273-72311. Sundays 11 - 4 
Daily Delivery, except Sundays 
Aofil5 J9Q0 ITt' .dhoi' ITHACANS 
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Students clamor for foreign program§ 
Courtesy of CPS 
As East-West Relations Warm, 
Students Clamor For Foreign 
Programs 
When President Bush and Soviet 
leader Mikhail Gorbachev met in 
November at the Malta Summit 
they pledged, among other things, 
to more than double the number 
of existing student exchanges 
between their countries. 
The result, observers now say, 
has been a virtual student rush for 
foreign programs in the Soviet 
Union and other European coun-
tries. 
"We're having a difficult time 
meeting the needs of students," 
said Vance Savage, dean of inter-
national education at Oregon's 
Lewis & Clark College. 
"It's a whole new ball game 
now," declared Kirk Robey, head 
of foreign student programs at 
Ball State University in Indiana. 
Robey, who helps coordinate 
exchanges with schools all over 
the world, noted, "A lot of 
individual institutions are starting 
exchanges" in the Eastern Bloc. 
Eventually, he says, students them-
selves will be setting them up. 
In the past month, half a dozen 
colleges have asked Lewis & Clark, 
which also has a reputation as a 
leader in foreign study programs, 
for advice about setting up inter-
national exchanges, Savage said. 
Lots of schools, he added, are 
expanding their study abroad 
programs or starting from scratch 
with new ones. 
Based on figures (rom the 
1987-88 school year, the most 
recent available, about 62,341 
students from 1,700 colleges and 
universities study in another coun-
try, reported the Institute of 
International Education. 
During the 1988-89 school year, 
about 366,354 students enrolled 
on American campuses were from 
anther country. 
Both of those figures likely will 
increase as the changes in the 
Eastern Bloc - where many of 
the ruling communist parties have 
dismantled themselves, opened 
their commercial markets, created 
legislatures and freed speech -
take hold and as Soviet-American 
relations continue to warm, Savage 
predicted. 
At his own school, student 
demand for foreign study has 
increased so much that Savage is 
trying to establish a second ex-
change program in the Soviet 
Union. 
In the first one, started in the 
fall of 1988, 10 Lewis & Clark 
students swap places with 10 
undergrads from Khabarovsk 
Pedagogical Institute, located in a 
remote section in the Far East 
region of the Soviet Union. 
Setting up an exchange the 
second time around, Savage adds, 
is a lot easier. 
"It took me five years to get that 
first affiliation in the Soviet 
Union." Savage remembered. Then, 
exchanges had to be set up through 
the Soviet government. 
Now, he says, American schools 
can go directly to Soviet colleges 
to set up trades. 
"I could go negotiate half a 
dozen exchanges now." Soviets, 
Savage says, "are dying to get 
people here now." 
"The people at my university," 
agreed Soviet exchange student 
Alexander Muratov, "their desire 
is to get to the United States. To 
study he1e would be a dream." 
Muratov, who's from the Re-
public of Russia and is spending 
an academic year at Middlebury 
College in Vermont, said he is one 
of only three students from his 
university of 12,000 students study-
ing in the United States. 
The number is quickly increas-
ing, however. Last February, 
Harvard University announced 
with great fanfare that it had 
accepted its first three masters of 
business administration students 
from the Soviet Union. 
Getting U.S. students over there, 
moreover, should be a top priority 
for American colleges, most ex-
change program officials agree. 
"Institutions have an obligation 
to provide international oppor-
tunities for students," Savage 
asserted. Global education, he 
added, "is going to be on_e of the 
major trends in education of the 
nineties." 
"You can no longer be an 
educated man and just know 
Western culture," declared Wilber 
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Chaffee a government professor 
at St. M'ary's College of California 
near San Francisco. 
Chaffee has been pushing to 
internationalize the school's cur-
riculum - including the setting 
up of foreign exchanges - for 12 
years. Only recently, he said, have 
administrators given him a warm 
reception, mostly because of 
imminent changes in the popula-
tion of California. Demographers 
predict that by the year 2000, there 
will be no majority ethnic group. 
"We have got to meet the 
educational needs of California," 
Chaffee said. 
By Mark Michel 
The Ithaca College Writing 
Program has gradually become a 
popular and intricate part of the 
student curriculum. According to 
coordinator for writing minors, 
Barbara Adams, "The program has 
grown steadily since its inception 
in 1973, and continues to do so." 
The writing program is com-
prised of 29 full and part-time 
faculty members, the majority of 
which are full time. The curriculum 
offers a wide variety of freshmen 
and upper level courses. These are 
designed to provide students with 
experiences in basic academic 
writing and reading skills, as well 
as expositional, argumentative, 
technical and creative writing. 
In addition, the writing program 
offers the Writing Center, Still-
water magazine and a writing 
contest for students to improve, 
showcase and develop their writing 
By many accounts, most colleges 
have a long way to go. Not enough 
students study abroad and those 
who do tend to end up in big cities 
in Western Europe, Lewis & Clark's 
Savage maintained. 
Most American collegians, 
say foreign students, know very 
little of different cultures. 
I have a feeling they're very 
curious, but it's almost obvious 
they don't know very much," says 
Florian Techel, a Ball State 
exchange student from West Berlin. 
skills. Zeitgei~t. a non-depart-
mental sponsored publication, is 
also available to students interested 
in writing. 
The popularity and growth of 
the writing program is clearly 
evident in the number of students 
with writing minors. The minor is 
a 21 credit program that inclu<ie~ 
three core courses and a mixture 
of exposition and creative courses. 
Currently, there are 178 minors, 
more than double the 83 minors of 
seven years ago. According to 
Adams, "The minor program is 
huge, healthy and full of enthusi-
astic students. This year will be 
our largest graduating class of 
minors. We expect to graduate a 
group of over 55 students." 
Adams also revealed that two 
new exposition courses will be 
offered next year, Writing About 
Sports and Writing From Ethnic 
and Cultural Experience. 
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From Page 4 
What general ttends do you see 
emerging in communications during 
the '90s'! 
I think we will see the 
increasing use of computers and 
their interaction with 
communications. Probably the 
single biggest change we will see is 
that more media will produce more 
information on a daily basis, and 
people will find it difficult to 
comprehend it and deal with it. 
We will increase the use of 
computers and other technology to 
process that infonnation -- to add 
value to it. That is the big word 
today in t.:rms of communication 
content Computers give people the 
capability lo add value lo raw data. 
What new programs do you think 
will appear on our curriculum 
during the '90s? 
We will have several. We'll 
soon have a degree· program in 
media studies designed to look at 
media from a critical, historical, 
theoretical and analytical 
perspective. We will have degree 
programs in both electronic and 
print journalism. It will focus on 
the changing world of journalism. 
Journalism today is difficult to 
separate according to print, video 
and audio. Certainly, we have· 
those media. But there is now a 
convergence of media in assembling 
and delivering the news, as 
illustrated by the introduction of 
satellite technology. The computer 
and the satellite are used together to 
basically provide a context for 
journalism. Our major in 
journalism will explore these new 
technologies. We are also 
:,Vitnessing the increasing 
internationalization of 
~ommunications, which will very 
likely require a foreign language. 
What do you think a degree 
from the Roy H. Park School of 
Communications will mean to 
prospective employers in the '90s? 
That depends on the field they 
arc in and where they want to go. 
I think our graduates succeed in 
finding jobs because they arc 
willing to relocate geographically 
and they arc willing to look at 
areas in the industry that perhaps 
aren't traditional. For example, 
there are two IC students working 
for a low power television station in 
Glens Falls, New York. We have 
a graduate in corporate 
communications who is working for 
a local architect. The field of 
communications is expanding 
because, as industry becomes more 
complex, the need for people within 
organizations who speak to the 
outside professionally has increased. 
The _ need for communications 
professionals in hospitals and 
government and in all area~. I think. 
has increased. The job market for 
professional communicators is 
continuing to grow. Some of the 
traditional areas, such as radio 
broadcasting, television broadcasting 
and journalism, are a little flat and 
they' may not grow as fast as some 
others. The areas of public 
relations and corporate 
communications will expand. 
Do you plan on expanding your 
facilities in the '90s? 
Not in the immediate future. 
We just moved into our new 
facilities seven or eight months ago 
and we have no major plans for 
expanding. As far as IO years are 
concerned, if we were to continue 
to grow as a field, expansion is 
always a possibility. 
What direction do you want to 
field of communications to take in 
the '90s? 
I don't know if there is any 
direction I want it to take. It will 
take its own direction whether I 
want it to or not I would like it 
to move in the direction that it is 
now moving, which is providing 
more people with personal choice. 
We have, to a great extent, been 
passive consumers of what the mass 
media have given us. There has 
been limited choice. The three 
networks say, "We program what 
we program because it's popular." 
What they arc fighting now, with 
the influx of cable, is that people 
arc not watching them as much. 
Their share of the viewing audience 
has declined dramatically in the 
past five years. As you provide 
conswners with more choice and 
more control over what they watch 
or read, I think you ultimately 
provide a better infonned, a better 
educated and a better entertained 
public. I think that it is a good 
direction to take. 
What do you think arc some of 
the major issues facing the world in 
the '90s, and how do you think 
communications will influence 
them? 
There is no question that it is 
the internationalization of 
communication. As McCluhan has 
said, the world is a global village. 
With developments in Eastern 
Europe and the way in which that 
has suddenly opened up, the 
concept of a global village becomes 
even more profound. Obviously, 
communications is going to play a 
huge role in that area. When a 
significant portion of the world's 
population is denied free and open 
acc~ss to mass communication, you 
obviously have the ability to control 
those populations. As you open up 
those societies, the role of 
commwtlcations is going to increase 
enormously, · because all of the 
sudden you have people with an 
enormous appetite for information. 
They have been living on a 
restricted diet and, all of a sudden, 
that is over and they arc going to 
splurge and indulge themselves, and 
communicatiorL~ will play a critical 
role. 
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r~tYJ~t d:rrive:rr9s 
licence revised 
In New York State, driver's 
licenses and nondriver photo 
identification cards will be rcviscq, 
to clearly state whether or not a 
person is underage to consume 
alcohol. The new licenses will read 
"under 21" in red letters next to the 
photo. lf the person received their 
license between the ages of 16 to 
18 1/2, the license will expire when 
they tum 21 instead of the standard 
four year expiration period. Anyone 
over the age of 18 1/2 will receive 
a four year liccnsc.TI1ose persons 
acquiring a license at 18 1/2 will 
have to have their birthdate checked 
by bartenders or vendors when they 
do tum 21. in order to purchase 
alcohol. New York State is 
attempting this procedure to make it 
easier to tell who is underage and 
cut down on the number of those 
who try to drink illegally. 
limelda Ma1rcos 
on triall 
In New York City, the trial of 
Imelda Marcos has begun. The 
wife of the now dcce,L~cd former 
president of the Philippines 
Ferdinand Marcos, is being tried for 
allegedly ,lltcmpting to purcha.,;c 
-pro\lCrty in Manhattan worth l6G 
million dollars. The prosecutors 
claim the money wa~ obtained 
through bribes. The jury will have 
to decide whether or not Mrs. 
Marcos was aware of her husband 
alleged business affairs. 
Execution has 
been delayed 
In California, the execution of 
Robert Alton Harris has been 
d<:!aycd. Harris was supposed to 
enter the gas chamber at 3:00 a.m. 
on March 3rd for killing two 
teenage boys. Harris has been on 
death row since 1978. Had he been 
executed as scheduled, it would 
have been the first execution in 
California in 23 years. The Harris 
case will now go to the United 
States Court of Appeals to 
determine whether or not Harris 
received appropriate psychiatric 
carc(Ncw York Times). "Caifrornia 
is the key state in the dc:ith penalty 
debate. If a fairly. moderate-to 
liberal state can execute someone, 
then states such as Ohio and 
Pennsylvania might be 
ncxt."(Amcrican University law 
professor Ira Robbins) 
lis1rael launches 
new sateUite 
Israel launched the Ofck-2 
satelli!C into orbit this past Tuesday, 
the second such experimental 
satellite. Israeli leaden. claim the 
launch demonstrates lhe -countries 
scicntifiC? and military superiority 
over its Arab neighbors. The 
launch comes at a time of 
increasing tensions in the region. 
· · -The 352-pound satellite will provide 
Israel with intelligence on Arab 
military activities. The Ofek-2 
rocket is known to be capable of 
carrying warheads. 
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The much bantered, four-year package of "getting a 
good education" carries a heavy price tag as we all 
know. To illustrate one expense of this package, 
remember standing in line at the J.C. Bookstore waiting 
to purchase textbooks, with only two days until classes 
begin. Then when the total purchase lights up in glowing 
green digits across the cash register screen, a feeling of 
disbelief spreads throughout the body like an 
uncontrollable rash. A probable reaction: "I hope this 
check doesn't bounce!" 
Getting an education is an expensive journey 
demanding good professors and textbooks. Professors 
choose the class texts, and the publishers (not the J.C. 
Bookstore) set the selling price of the textbook. 
Financially speaking, students invest in class lectures and 
textbooks, hoping to maximize the educational return on 
their investment. 
Tuition blankets the cost of class lectures (professors' 
salaries), usually paid in a lump sum a few months 
before classes begin. Although not included in tuition, 
textbook purchases round out the entire cost of an 
education -- after separating room and board from the 
total bill. But buying all the required textbooks is not 
considered an educational necessity. 
Some classes require nine books, and others, one 
handout. For many reasons, students might not even 
purchase the handout let alone nine books. 
Consequently, the amount students spend on textbooks 
varies greatly. 
To be consistent with this practice, should students 
only pay partial tuition based on the number of classes 
they attend? 
Obviously, education works in a different way. Yes, 
a student could make the case for neglecting to purchase 
textbooks, but do professors view this as an option? No, 
but some students apparently choose this option. 
The LC. Bookstore reported that 21,969 textbooks 
remained unsold, sitting on shelves -- or roughly 31 
percent of all books ordered (as of March 5, 1990). The 
com.plexity of ordering books includes many 
determinants; anticipating the amount of books for the 
incoming fall semester students and faculty over-
ordering, for example, might play a role. But also book-
sharing among students and failing to purchase required 
textbooks must be one cause of this academic surplus. 
No crime is committed here for refusing to buy a 
textbook. If one could get an "A" instead of a "C" with 
the aid of a textbook, or more importantly, if one could 
grasp class material better -- the textbook will pay for 
itself in the long run. According to the LC. Bookstore, 
purchasing the required text at the beginning of the 
semester becomes less important as time goes by. 
At college, time goes by fast. Education is a high-
speed challenge, requiring all the supportive help 
available. If a diploma is the sole trophy of four years 
of education, then keeping it becomes impossible. 
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JEaster aumrll Passover evoke feelings of rebirtlhi 
To the Editor: 
In a matter of days, the Jewish 
community at I.C. will commence 
its celebration of the eight day 
Passover holiday with the tradi-
tional Seder meals on the evenings 
of April 9 & 10. Hillel will operate 
a strictly kosher-for-Passover eat-
ery in the third floor lounge of the 
New Residence Hall for the entire 
festival. 
That same week. the Christian 
communities on campus commem-
orate their Holy Week culminating 
in Good Friday and Easter Sunday. 
Most of us on campus are either 
Christian or Jewish. It is always 
interesting to observe campus life 
when both Passover and Easter 
coincide on the calendar (they 
don't always). The festival of liber-
ation from servitude and the holi-
day celebrating rebirth have much 
to say and to teach us year in and 
year out about ourselves, each 
other and about those who come 
from entirely different backgrounds 
in which neither holiday has sig-
nificance. 
We are one world in the last 
20th century. yet much still divides 
us. Some of us may be free. but 
Passover reminds us annually that 
none are truly free until all have 
the opportunity to set out on 
freedom's path to attain liberation. 
Easter likewise reminds us that the 
human species needs a rebirth of 
values geared towards cleansing 
ourselves and our planet of the 
pollution that is killing us physical-
ly and spiritually. 
These two holidays are not mere 
vestiges of ancient traditions that 
have become irrelevant m the 
modern era. On the contrary. the\ 
are still the root and source <;I 
whatever wholesomeness is left in 
our world. Just look to them with 
fresh eyes, an inquiring mind. and 
an open heart. and their wisdom 
can speak to you. Allow the joy 
and promise of their messages into 
your life whether you are a believer 
or a skeptic. Celebration and com-
memoration just might make 
things a little more tolerable for 
all of us. Just open yourself to the 
blessings and spiritually of the,c 
holidays. 
Happy Passover. Happy Easter 
Happy Holidays! 
Michael Faber 
Jewish Chaplain 
Director, Muller Chapel 
Special Ollympiics II1ot given coverage 
To the Editor: 
On Saturday, March 24, 1990, 
the local Special Olympics were 
held at Ithaca College's Ben Light 
Gymnasium. Dr. Sarah Rich\ 
Principle~ of Therapeutic Recrea-
tion class. the women's swim team, 
physical therapy !>tudents and other 
interested students volunteered a 
small amount of their time to help 
some special children and adult~ 
for a day. Individuals with cogni-
tive delays and mental retardation 
participate in these adapted games 
and have the opportunity to parti-
cipate at a regional or state level. 
As students in the Principles of 
Therapeutic Recreation class, we 
were selected as members of the 
publicity committee. We spent a 
good bit of time printing brochures 
and signs. setting up a radio adver-
tisement, and lastly, writing an 
article for The Ithacan. 
After approaching a member of 
The Ithacan staff a week before 
break. we were quickly pushed 
a!>ide until they realized "what a 
great sports story this would 
make!" We were told someone 
would contact us concerning an 
interview for an article and possibly 
some photo~ at the event. Two 
days before the Special Olympics. 
March 22. a small, 3-4 line "article" 
appeared on the "What's Happen-
ing?'" page. It could have been 
printed with Saturday's events: 
apparently the writer/editor did 
not find the event important 
enough to list it there, so it was set 
aside under a "special" section 
titled "Extra Info," failing to list 
the time the event would take 
place. In addition, neither photog-
raphers nor reporters from The 
Ithacan came to support these 
athletes. 
Plertty of notice had been given 
to print the whole article, not a 
3-4 line notice. In the future. we 
feel that The Ithacan should take 
a look at where its prioriti<'-s he. 
Special Olympics are held at differ-
ent locations all the time and 11 
was an honor to hold the game, 
here at LC.; it's a shame that more 
students other than the voluntcc" 
did not attend. Maybe a little more 
publicity would have helped! 
Renee Speelman 
Physical Therapy '92 
Julie Nichola~ 
Comm. Therapeutic Rec.'90 
Michele Smith 
Physical Therapy '92 
Vicki Paul 
Therapeutic Rec. '92 
Jennifer Hamburger 
Music/Therapeutic Rec. '91 
""T---:--------=---::------------A ir t program Ilaclks adequate facility 
To the Editor: 
In the March 22 issue, President 
Whalen says he would like to see 
expansion of the science facility, 
another athletic facility, an addi-
tion to the music building, and a 
retirement community, yet he 
makes no mention of expanding 
the art "facility," probably the 
most inadequate facility on campus. 
When was the last time Whalen 
even set foot in that building? 
Whalen says later in the interview 
that ~ a degree trom Ithaca 
College means a tremendous 
amount right now ... " and "People 
can be proud of all the programs 
in the college." Is the art program 
something one can really be proud 
of? Does a limited number of 
faculty, a small range of courses 
and a thoroughly lacking facility 
comprise a program to be proud 
of? Is a degree in art from Ithaca 
College really worth the tuition 
one pays? 
It is surprising that a school 
with so much emphasis on its com-
munieations department doesn "t 
recognize the potential value of an 
art program. With students study-
ing photography, film and adver-
tising, it seems logical that the 
college take more interest in a 
good art program. 
Why not make it easier, Presi-
dent Whalen, and just get rid of 
the art program altogether? The 
space could make a great garage 
or something. 
Scott Lewis 
Art'90 
April S, 1990 
}flail council membelr's 
• • Q given recog1I1lnt10II11 
To the Editor: 
I am writing on behalf of the 
student recognition task force of 
the Department of Residential Life, 
to recognize and appreciate the 
efforts of hall councils in the 
residence halls. 
Hall councils are relatively new 
at Ithaca College. In the past 
several years they have made great 
strides in improving the quality of 
life in the residence halls. Hall 
councils can assume any number 
of roles. Typically, they act as a 
programming board in addition to 
acting as a voice for the residence 
hall. There are student government 
representatives and RHA repre-
sentatives on the executive board 
who act as liaisons to those organi-
zations for their residence halls. 
Being a hall council executive 
board member is strictly volunteer. 
Students arc not paid for all the 
h?urs of meetings, program plan-
ning, phone calls and the list goes 
on. Additionally, they are rarely 
thanked by others for their efforts, 
which are many. 
If you are a student living in the 
residence halls, there is no question 
that your hall council has made a 
positive impact on you living envi-
ronment. Wouldn't today be a nice 
day to thank them for their efforts. 
To all hall council members on 
the Ithaca College campus, thank 
you for your tireless efforts. We 
appreciate you very much. 
Judy Raper 
Residence Director 
Terraces 1-2-3 
Tragic 1eroblem of allcoholism 
To the Editor: 
On October 7, 1989, Todd Crane 
was pronounced dead. As all of 
you know, this was the tragic result 
of a fight that occurred on our 
campus. We have all heard rumors 
and stories concerning why and 
what the fight was about. For 
weeks, the entire campus was talk-
ing about it, speculating and draw-
ing their own conclusions. But 
somehow, the true message was 
lost. It was a tremendous tragedy 
that Todd Crane died, but an even 
greater tragedy will have rc~ulted 
if nothing is learned from his 
death. This event was continually 
described as an isolated incident, 
but incidents such as this occur 
every day both on and off college 
campuses. 
Alcoholism is the nation's third 
leading cause of death. Alcohol 
abuse is directly responsible for: 
35% of all rapes, 50% of all homi-
cides, 50% of all fatal car crashc~. 
85% of deaths by fire, 68% of 
deaths by drowning. and 25% of 
suicides. The number one killer of 
our friends and peers, aged 16 to 
24, is drinking and driving. 
We haven't forgotten this inci-
dent, and we hope you haven't 
either. We arc not trying to preach, 
we arc only trying to prevent any 
further tragedies. When we look 
at thi~ as an isolated incident, we 
tend to think that it can't happen 
to us. Had a similar incident 
occurred a year ago. Todd Crane 
rnay have thought the same thing. 
Kelly E. Damon 
Music'90 
Constitution applies to allll 
To the Editor: 
Recent issues of The Ithacan 
contained articles and letters of 
opinion regarding racism on 
campus. Members of the Resi-
dential Life staff were criticized 
for approving; ( or failing not to 
approve) a poster which offended 
members of the black community 
at Ithaca College. The incident 
exposed the reality that racism, 
however latent and "subconscious,tt 
still exists. Many people were 
offended by the poster, but as this 
issue evolved, I became increas-
ingly concerned that posters must 
be approved at all. An approval 
policy means that censorship is 
practiced and that the right of free 
speech is violated. 
Sometimes it is hard for us to 
accept the fact that the Consti-
tution applies to all U.S. citizens, 
including members of the KKK 
and artists whose works arc con-
sidered offensive. We are quick to 
jump on bandwagons for easily 
supported goals such as an end to 
discrimination. Ironically, the docu-
ment which recognizes our right 
of equality is seldom as zealously 
defended. Nadia Bodnar 
History '92 
Piroblems with 
To the Editor: 
Since my name first appeared as 
a committee member of the "Retire 
the Bomber Movement," I've had 
several opportunities to listen and 
participate in discussions that 
included members from the lean 
"Pro and Con" parties, as well as 
the overweight "What's the big 
deal?" population. 
I'm an Ithaca native. l grew up 
idolizing Ithaca College athletics. I 
played baseball at Ithaca College 
from 1978-80 and one of my 
proudest accomplishments was being 
a member of the 1980 National 
Championship team. I've lived in 
Florida the past nine years and I've 
been fortunate to travel a great deal, 
both domestically and abroad. 
Ithaca College has welcomed me 
back to complete my degree this 
year. I'm back with the baseball 
program as a work study student 
handling managerial duties, and I 
look forward to becoming an 
"official" alumni beginning May 20! 
My desire to "Retire the Bomber" 
is also multi-level. The highly 
publicized "Nuclear BOMB" and 
'Terrorist BOMB" points hit me at 
a gut-level. Others of you with 
small children can sympathize with 
this best. Few people want to take 
this point seriously, but that's 
understandable. Denial is common 
on this subject and few feel strong 
enough to really struggle with it. 
The global self-annihilation potential 
is too horrible and overwhelming to 
confront. Who would seriously 
think an educational institution 
would intentionally link this part of 
the BOMBER dcftnition to its 
public image? However deaf the 
cars, my associates who highlight 
this point arc doing us all a great 
service. Each of us needs to 
wrestle with this issue whether we 
see it as a part of the Ithaca College 
nickname or not. 
Another point not being t.akcn 
seriously is the association of our 
descriptive namesake in relation to 
excessive alcoholic consumption and 
abuse. The "Let's get BOMB~D" 
consequences. How can anyone 
think an educational institution 
would intentionally link this part of 
the BOMBER definition to its 
public image? Consider this, what 
is the general infamous social image 
our students have developed over 
the years? True, most schools have 
a "reputation" for drinking, but 
we've worked extra hard to prove 
our highly developed consumption 
capabilities. Local drinking 
establish.Ments are so aware of this 
"social image," they've even created 
a SHELTER just for us BOMBERS. 
Ask any Ithaca College safety 
division personnel the major cause 
of campus conflict and destruction 
confronted daily (including the 
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tragic on-<:ampus death this past 
fall), and they'll tell you, 
"BOMBED students." Ask our 
advcrtizing and marketing professors 
how many millions of dollars are 
spent each year by alcoholic 
beverage producers to subtly 
encourage our drinking habits. The 
money is spent because it gets the 
desired results. Our BOMBER 
name contributes graciously to this 
persuasion free of charge. In a 
time of increased pubic awareness 
and tougher legislation to curtail 
alcohol abuse, a school mascot that 
even hints at ignoring this 
connection should be evaluated. 
A point that is being taken 
seriously is the REAL BOMBER 
TRADITION. Members of the 
"SAVE THE BOMBER 
MOVEMENT" claim the name is 
rich in tradition and that it truly 
exemplifies the character of our 
athletic program. They remind us 
that the name was adopted as a 
contributor to the freedom we all 
maintain today. Besides thnt, what 
about all the other sports related 
names that can be seen negatively if 
you arc critical enough (i.e. -
Trojans, Redskins, SpartanS, Red 
Devils, Y ankces, etc.)? 
As we look at the Pro-BOMBER 
argument from the context of the 
greater Ithaca sporting community, 
it sounds like a good defense. I 
don't believe the modem realities 
that have precipitated the negative 
concepts were ever intended to be a 
part of our image. In fact, when 
the BOMBER tradition began, the 
concepts of complete nuclear 
destruction, terrorist tactics, and the 
consequences of rampant social 
alcoholism weren't "real enough" to 
consider as detrimental links to our 
mascot. The very reason I suggest 
an "honorable retirement" is that 
Ithaca College hasn't abused or 
taken advantage of our inherited 
symbol. Rarely, (if ever) has the 
athletic dcpaxtmcnt purchased 
uniforms that say BOMBERS. The 
extent of our cheers llte, "Let's go 
BOMBERS." Our women's teams 
aren't called "Lady BOMBERS" 
anymore by campus communicators 
(officially everyone is a BOMBER), 
and even our National Championship 
baseball rings of 1980 arc void of 
the BOMBER name (it has 
everything else you can imagine, but 
not BOMBERS). I've found no 
school-initiated printing of any 
stationary that recognized our proud 
metaphor. Upon viewing our 
school's most critical piece of public 
relations material the Ithaca 
incredible level of performance our 
individual athletes and teams 
produce season after season. They 
deserve to perform under a banner 
of greater honor. 
As I've had the chance to travel 
outside the Ithaca community over 
the past years, another important 
factor has gotten my attention. 
When our institution comes up in 
conversation and the discussion 
provides an opportunity to highlight 
our great athletic tradition, I've 
received some very confused 
reactions when the name BOMBER 
surfaces. The "nice" reactions range 
from, "Is there a big arms plant in 
Ithaca?" to, "What your real 
nickname?" Rude rcsJX)nscS range 
from "laughter" to, "How arrogant 
and insensitive! How can you flaunt 
an image that signifies the 
destruction of all life?" I'm 
confident many of our alumni have 
encountered similar situations. In a 
word, the symbol we've inherited to 
characterize our undergraduate 
education is an "embarrassing" 
burden outside the context of Ithaca. 
It serves to undermine all of the 
fine qualities our school possesses. 
Before change can occur, at least 
two things have to happen. First of 
all, a significant number of no!)-
vocal Ithaca College bystanders 
needs to become Involved. Make 
an "Ithaca College Big Blue" 
band and wear it on your purse, 
backpack, or arm to signify your 
desire to make a positive change. 
Secondly, the people who have 
genuinely adcptcd the BOMBER 
tradition as part of their personal 
identity will have to go through the 
pain of realizing and admitting the 
total implications of our mascot. I 
have sincere compassion for this 
group. This school has in its 
members a number of people who 
bleed BOMBER Blue Blood for 
nothing but the purest of reasons. 
They \ove this scboo\. They wi\\ 
forever be loyal I,() it, and it's 
difficult to consider changes in 
rradition. It is these very people 
who most deserve a bctccr 
expression of their love. The irony 
is, they are currently held captive 
by a symbol that betrays all of their 
genuine intentions. 
College Admissions Prospectus 
catalog - nowhere can I find the 
word BOMBER. The sections 
describing our proud athletic 
tradition don't even whisper the 
mascot, and final pages listing 
Ithaca College "facts" doesn't offer 
a clue that we even have a 
nickname! I viewed our school's 
promotional video, "An Introduction 
to Ithaca College," same results, not 
a word or illustration regarding 
BOMBERS. 
In conclusion, our identifying 
mantel is an embarrassment outside 
the friendly confines of Ithaca. 
Ithaca College public relations 
specialists (either deliberately or 
unconsciously), have already 
discarded the name and few outside 
our athletic program consider it 
useful when promoting the school. 
The BOMBER name has become 
something to ignore, rather than 
embrace and rally around. When it· 
comes time for my son to unite 
with an institution of higher 
learning, I hope becoming a 
BOMBER is not an option. I do 
hope that becoming an Ithaca 
College student is. 
Jeffry Reynold,; 
Religion '90 
How proud is Ithaca College of 
tl1e BOMBER name? The school 
paper is ITHACAN. The yearbook 
is CA YUGAN. Our football field is 
SOUTH HILL FIELD. How often 
has any person or activity related to 
our school, outside of the athletic 
department, adopted association with -------------;r 
the BOMBER name? Do we have a 
BOMBER symphony? A BOMBER 
. Science Club? A BOMBER Board 
, of Trustees? A BOMBER Business 
School? Is our president ever 
introduced as the TOP BOMBER'! 
Technically, the answer to each of 
these could be YES! 
It's been my observation and 
Letter ]Policy: 
exp..!ricncc as a participant, that our 
athletic reputation has come from 
hard work, dedication, and 
confidence in our coaches- and 
ourselves. Our athletic programs l thrive on being competitive with _..., ___________ -4 
Deadline for all letters is 
5 p.m. the Friday prior 
to the next :weeks' issue. 
All submissions musi 
include the author's 
na~e, major and year oj 
graduation. 
anyone, not on BOMBING an easy 
targcl I don't 'believe our inherited 
name comes close to 4_esc'ribing_ the 
... 
IO ITHACAN April 5, 1990 
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Advance Registration for Spring 
Student Government Executive 
Board Elections 
The Handwerker Gallery presents 
Salvatore Grippi and Harry 
McCue, "Recent Works," Lobby 
of Gannett Center 
Delta Mu Delta Luncheon, Emer-
son Suites, Campus Center, 
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
Alcohol and Drug Education 
Committee Meeting, DeMotte 
Room, Campus Center, 12:00 noon 
- 1:00 p.m. 
American Marketing Association 
Meeting, South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 12:00 noon -
1:00 p.m. 
Students for Improved Communi-
cations General Meeting, 279 Park 
School of Communications, 
12:IO p.m. 
Ithaca College Amnesty Inter-
national Meeting. 203 Friends 
Hall, 12:10 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Resume Writing Workshop, 
DcMotte Room. Campu~ Center, 
1:00 p.m. 
Academic Computing Services 
"Open House" to celebrate the 
opening of the newly renovated 
Friends Microcomputer Complex, 
110 Friends Hall. 3:00 p.m. -
5:00 p.m. 
Women's Lacrosse vs. Oneonta, 
3:30 p.m. (H) 
Lutheran Student Fellowship 
Meeting, DeMottc Room, Campus 
Center, 4:00 p.m. 
\ Department of Philosophy and 
Religion presents a lecture and 
I demonstration on "Spiritual 
Healing," Muller Chapel. 
7:00 p.m. 
African-Latino Society "Latin 
Week" Events, Klingenstein 
Lounge, Campus Center, 7:00 p.m. 
Guest Artist, Peter Landgren, 
Horn, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
7:00 p.m. 
Dayspring Prayer and Workshop 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 7:00 p.m. -
9:00 p.m. 
1990 College Health Fair presents 
Mr. Murray Banks, on "What is 
this Wellness Stuff Anyway?", IOI 
Textor Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
Department of Theater Arts 
presents Standing on My Knees, 
Clark Theater, 8:00 p.m. 
School of Music presents Joan 
Tower, Visiting Professor of 
Composition, Nabcnhauer Room, 
Ford Hall, 8: 15 p.m. 
College Democrats Meeting, 303 
Friends Hall, 8:30 p.m. 
Campus Center presents "Babcock 
Quartet," The Pub/ Coffeehouse, 
Campus Center, 9:00 p.m. 
Advonce .!Registrution for Foll 1990 
Lnsa Day to Withdraw with "W" 
\" """mester Courses 
Se~te"'~ 1990 Graduation Appli-
cation due to """v.i~trar 
The Handwerker Ga\\ 
S I . e.-y presents a vatore Grippi and 1 M _,... "R larry L~Ue, ecent Works," l.o't>'t>v 
of Gannett Center · 
Women's Varsity Outdoor Track 
and Field at Albany (A) 
Career Planning and Placement 
On-Campus Recruiting: U.S Air 
Force. Sec Career Planning for 
resume due date and further details. 
Varsity Baseball vs. Clarkson (2), 
1:00 pm. (H) 
Student Affairs Commencement 
Committee Meeting, South Meet-
ing Room, Campus Center, 
3:00 p.m. 
Shabbnt Services, Muller Chapel, 
6:00 p.m., dinner in the Terraces, 
7:15 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
present Bull Durham, Textor l02, 
7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Department of Thealer Arts pre-
sents Standing on My Knees, Clark 
Theater, 8:00 p.m. 
Kuwnba Repertory Theater Fashion 
Show, Emerson Suites, Campus 
Center, 8:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. 
Jazz Workshop, Ford Hall Audi-
torium, 8:15 p.m. 
African-Latino Society presents 
"Latin Week" Events, The Pub/ 
Coffeehouse, 11 :00 p.m. 
Sat1uurday 
AprnB 7 
The Office of Admissions presents 
"Ithaca Today!" for the schools of 
Humanities and Sciences and Com-
munications 
Women's Varsity Outdoor Track 
and Field at Albany (A) 
Men's Varsity Outdoor Track and 
Field at Geneseo Invitational (A) 
Women's Varsity Lacrosse at 
Wheaton (A) 
Shabbat Services, Muller Chapel, 
10:30 a.m. 
Varsity Crew vs. Georgetown, 
10:30 a.m (H) 
Men's Varsity Tennis vs. SL 
Lawrence, 1:00 p.m. (H) 
Women's Varsity Softball vs. 
Buffalo State. 2:00 p.m. (H) 
Men's Varsity Lacrosse at R.P.l., 
2:00 p.m. (A) 
Department of Theater Arts pre-
sents Standing on My Knees, Clark 
Thcatc:r. 2:00 and 8:00 p.m. 
Junior Cello, Jessica Cesana, Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 3:00 p.m. 
Junior Voice Victoria Coronato, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 4:00 p.m. 
Graduate Violin, Leslie Wade, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 7:00 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
present Bull Durham, Textor !02, 
7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Department of Philosophy and 
Religion Meditative Dances: 
"Dances for Universal Peace," 
Muller Chapel, 7:30 p.m. 
Faculty Recital, Susan Bruckner, 
Piano, Ford Hall Auditorium 
8:15 p.m. ' 
Senior Class of 1990 Spring Semi-
Formal, Sheraton Inn, Ithaca, 
9:00 p.m. 
Women's Varsity Lacrosse, TO BE 
ANNOUNCED 
Catholic Mass, Muller Chapel, 
I0:15 a.m., 1:00 p.m.and9:00 p.m. 
African-Latino Society presents 
"Latin Week" Brunch, Emerson 
Suites, Campus Center, 11:00 a.m. 
ABC Cafe presents Richard 
Nosiglea, acoustic blues, country, 
9:30 p.m. - 11 :30 p.m. 
Protestant Worship Services, 
Muller Chapel, 11 :30 a.m. 
\\,\\"I Meeting, Conference Room, 
Campu!!.Center, 12:00 noon 
Varsity Baseba\l vs. St. Lawrence 
(2), 1:00 p.m. (H) 
Junior Vo· K . . ice, ev,n Grordano 
Ford Hal\ Auditorium, 1:00 p.rn.' 
Faculty Recital, Wendy Mehne, 
Flute, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
3:00 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
present Oliver and Company, 
Textor !02, 7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Joint Graduate Recital, Meredith 
Hudson and William Folger, Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 8: 15 p.m. 
Gay and Lesbian Alliance Meeting, 
Laub Room, Muller Chapel, 
7:00 p.m. Support Group, 8:00 p.m. 
Phi Mu Alpha Meeting, Terrace 
Twelve B Lounge, 9:30 p.m. 
PASSOVER 
Advance Registration for Fall 1990 
The Handwerker Gallery presents 
Salvatore Grippi and Harry 
McCue, "Recent Works," Lobby 
of Gannett Center 
1990 College Health Fair presents 
computerized Health Risk and 
Nutrition Analysis, North Foyer, 
Campus Center, 10:30 a.m. -
1:30 p.m. (A) 
Spring Varsity Golf at Oswego/ 
Colgate, I :00 p.m. (A) 
Career Planning Interviewing 
Workshop, South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 3:00 p.m. -
4:00 p.m. 
Philosophy and Religion Discus-
sion Group, South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 4:00 p.m. 
Trumpet Workshops with Charlie 
Davis, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
4:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
1990 College Health Fair American 
Red Cross Instruction in Health 
Services Education, p-2 Hill Center, 
6:00 p.m. 
Student Government Executive 
Board Meeting, Conference Room, 
Campus Center, 7:00 p.m. -
10:00 p.m. 
Alpha Epsilon Rho Induction, 
Clark Lounge, Campus Center, 
7:30 p.m. 
Medical Record Administration 
presents "Mental Health Players," 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center, 
8:00 p.m. 
Bureau of Concerts Meeting, 
DeMotte Room, Campus Center, 
8:30 p.m. 
PASSOVER 
Advance Registration for Fall 
1990 
The Handwerker Gallery presents 
Salvatore Grippi and Harry 
McCue, "Recent Works", Lobby 
of Gannett Center 
Women's Varsity Softball at 
Colgate (A) 
Women's Varsity Lacrosse at 
Colgate, (A) 
Personnel Services "Group I and 
II Orientation Workshops," South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
8:00 a.m. 
Catholic Community Tuesday 
Lenten Lunches to Benefit "Loaves 
and Fishes," Muller Chapel, 12:00 
noon - I :00 p.m. 
American Marketing Association 
Meeting, Conference Room, 
Campus Center, 12:00 noon -
1:00 p.m. 
1990 College Health Fair presents 
an Aerobic Institute for Instructors, 
Emerson Suite A, Campus Center, 
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Meeting, 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 12:00 noon - I :00 p.m. 
Faculty Colloquium Series pre-
sents Judith Barker ,Sociology, on 
"Women and Empowennent: Sin-
gle Mothers as One Example" 
DeMotte Room, Campus Center, 
12:IO p.m. - 1:10 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
"Finding a Summer Job" Work-
shop, South Meeting Room, Cam-
pus Center, I :00 p.m. 
Men's Varsity Tennis at Hobart, 
3:00 p.m (A) 
Varsity Baseball vs. Cornell, 
3:30 p.m. (H) 
Men's Varsity Lacrosse at Geneseo, 
4:00 p.m. (A) 
Intramural Tennis Doubles Tourn-
ament Entries Due, Recreational 
Sports Office, !02 Hill Center, 
5:00 p.m. 
Campus Crusade for Christ Meet-
ing, Conference Room, Campus 
Center, 6:00 p.m. 
Financial Management Association 
Meeting, Clark Lounge, Campus 
Center, 7:30 p.m. 
Graduate Piano, Azusa Tsumura, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 8: 15 p.m. 
Four House Faculty Recital, 
Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall, 
9:00 p.m. 
Campus Center presents Rick 
Beato, The Pub/ Coffeehouse, 
Campus Center, 9:00 p.m. 
Catholic Penance Services, Muller 
Chapel, 9:00 p.m. 
ABC Cafe presents Christopher 
Woitach, guitar, 11 :00 a. m. -
l:UU p.m. 
Wednesday 
Aprnll nn 
PASSOVER 
Advance Registration for Fall 1990 
The Handwerker Gallery presents 
Salvatore Grippi and Harry 
McCue, "Recent Works", Lobby 
of Gannett Center 
Career Planning and Placement 
On-Campus Recruiting: U.S. Navy 
S~c Career Planning for resume 
due date and further details. 
1990 College Health Fair, North 
Foyer, Campus Center, I0:30 a.m. -
1:30 p.m. 
Career Planning Majors and 
Careers Workshop, South Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 11:00 a.m. -
12:00 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Grad~ate School Workshop, South 
Meetmg Room, Campus Center, 
3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
1990 College Health Fair Nutrition 
~wareness Program, North Meet-
ing Room, Campus Center, 
4:00 p.m. 
Accounting Club and Career Plan-
ning Joint Meeting, North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 7:00 p.m. 
Campus Center presents "The 
Dating Game", The Pub/Coffee-
house, Campus Center, 7:00 p.m. 
American Production and Inven-
tory Control Society Meeting, 
Room 110, Campus Center 
7:00 p.m. ' 
Judicial Affairs Alcohol/Drug 
Education Seminar, DeMotte 
Room, Campus Center, 7:00 p.m. _ 
9:30 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Speaker 
TD_ BE ANNOUNCED, Emerso~ 
Suites, Campus Center, 8:00 p.m. 
Perc~ssion Ensemble, Ford Hall 
Auditorium, 8: 15 p.m. 
Impact Dance Group will be 
performing on April 12, 13and 14 
at the Statler Auditoriwn on the 
Cornell Campus at 8:00 p.m. 
Auditions for the Ithaca Players 
production of "The Wake of 
J3!'1ey F~ter" by Beth Henley, 
Fnday April . 6; 7:00 _ 9:00 p.m., 
Saturday Apnl 7; 1:00 _ 3:00 pm 
and callbacks Sunday April 8; i:OO 
-
3:00 p.m. to be held at th 
Community School of Music an: 
Arts. For more information call 
272-1474. 
Look.In~ for a. Job? Tue Career 
Connection will be offcrin 
workshops to aid you in your jof 
search every other week beginn· 
in April. All workshops run fro~ 
7:~ - 8:30 p.m. ~d cost $10 per 
ses51on. For more information call 
272-0351. 
Laurie Conrad,planlst, will present 
a solo piano concert as a benefit 
for the ASPCA on Saturday, April 
7 at 7:30 p.m. For more information 
call the Community School of 
Music and Arts at 272-1474. 
AIDS Work of Tompkins Countv 
?ffers three support groups: Pcopl~ 
m all phases of HIV infection 
women with HIV infection an(i 
family and friends of people with 
HIV/ AIDS. Call 272-4098 or 
272-3040. 
AIDS WORK needs you to pro-
vide services for people with AIDS. 
Training begins in April. For more 
information call Fran at 272-4098 
or 272-3040. 
Tompkins Community Hospital, 
in association with the Ithaca 
College Gerontology Program, 
will host a seminar for area clergy 
entitled "Ministering to the Long 
Term Care Planning Needs of the 
Congregation, "on April 5 at Tom p-
kins Community Medical Office 
Building, Conference room l!B. 
9:30 a.m. - noon. 
The Cortland College Health and 
Fitness Club will be conducting a 
Biathlon to benefit the American 
Heart Association. Competnor, 
and non-competitors are encour-
aged to participate. The Biathlon. 
which features a 5 mile run and 20 
mile bicycle ride, will be held 
Sunday, April 29 at 10:00 a.m. at 
the Cortland College Field House. 
Call (607) 753-3259 to apply. 
The Traffic Policy Committee i, 
soliciting your suggestions for 
changes in traffic policy ( Ruh:~ 
and regulations) for the next aca-
demic year. Students, staff and 
faculty are encouraged to submit 
written, reasonable and signed sug-
gestions for changes to Ted Perr}. 
Chairperson, Traffic Policy Com-
mittee, I03 Williams Hall by Fri-
day, April 13 ,4:00 p.m. 
The Writing Program at Ithaca 
College will sponsor a poetry 
reading by Allen Hoey with guest 
artist Roxanne Rix, on April 24, 
8:00 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
ACS Workshop§ 
Creating a Resume using Word-
Perfect on the Macintosh Learn to 
create a resume-both what goes in 
it and how to create one. Career 
Planning will explain the ins and 
outs of designing a successful 
resume and ACS will explain the 
best way to use the Macintosh to 
put your design on paper. You 
need to know the basics of how to 
use a Macintosh before taking this 
workshop. The Workshop will be 
held in Friends I IO on Monday, 
April 9, 1:00 - 3:00, Thursday, 
April 12, 1:00 - 3:00, and Tuesday, 
April 17, I0:00 - noon. Stop by 
Muller !02 or call 274-3030 to 
sign up. 
Macintosh Question and Answer 
Session This is your chance to 
work with a Macintosh expert on 
a one to· one or small group basis. 
Stop by Friends I IO on Thursdays, 
3:00 -5:00 p.m. 
April S, 1990 
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Ad 1L21b ~rrceatce§ 21dvceir!ll§ll1TI1g teJ\\pcerrilcerrn~ce 
By Lisa Lanna 
On Monday, March 26 in the Park 
auditoriwn, five members of the Ad 
Lab team electrified a full house 
audience wilh their ingenious and 
witty presentation; a performance 
which uncovered the massive effort 
put forth in creating a new 
consumer magazine for this year's 
Ad Lab competition. 
In an office setting, that of 
Arrowhead Advertising (the name 
under which the Ad Lab operated), 
the five outgoing and articulate team 
members acted out the course of 
events leading to the creation of the 
magazine. The presentation 
effectively combined hard data with 
humor to communicate the approach 
used to tackle the assignment given 
to them. 
All Ad Lab teams across the 
country were confronted with the 
same challenge of inventing a new 
consumer magazine, one which 
would reach an audience of 750,00 
people after three years; a service 
magazine for a segment of the 
population determined by each Ad 
Lab team. This year's competition 
was co-sponsored by the American 
Advertising Federation and the 
Hearst Corporation. 
The team gave a repeat 
perfonnance at the regional Ad Lab 
competition which took place at the 
Marriot Hotel in Washington OC 
tl1is past Sunday. Once again they 
astounded an audience of about 300 
people. After witnessing the 
extremely positive reactions of the 
members of the audience and being 
bombarded with endless 
congratulations, the team was very 
disappointed with their fifth place 
ranking. They believe that their 
disappointment is justified based on 
the amount of effort put into the 
project and into the presentation, 
which was clearly a success at the 
competition. 
By Rebecca Robb 
While synchronized swimming 
might not have been a household 
word a few years ago, it has been 
gaining wide recognition and interest 
since it's induction into tJ1c 1984 
Summer Olympics. 
Ithaca College has not recognized 
synchronized swimming a~ a team 
sport. However, Senior Michelle 
Garand did not let that stop her 
from starting a synchronized 
swimming club. 
Garand competed as a 
synchronized swimmer for a number 
of years before coming to ItJ1aca 
College. As a freshman she 
discovered tJiat there was no team 
or club, so she competed on her 
own against a number of Eastern 
schools. In her sophmore year she 
placed 6ili for her solo at Nationals 
in Virginia. 
In her junior year, she decided to 
start a synchronized swimming club. 
She held an organizational meeting 
which led to a fairly constant and 
successful membership of swimmers 
for the past two years. The club, 
currently ranked 20th in the nation, 
has competed against such schools 
as Penn State, Ohio State, Stanford 
and Cornell. 
The current members of the 
synchronized swimming club arc 
Erica Dolgoff, Leslie Hoot, Lynn 
Babinski, Chris Swingle, Arny 
Glozilc. Christina DeLucia, and 
Tracey Dooes. They practice three 
nights a week, from 9:30 to 11 :30 
p.m. and are coached by Garand. 
Howard Cogan, the team's 
advisor, said, "I can't count the 
number of all nighters the students 
pulled." The team was working on 
·a shortened schedule. The date of 
tJ1e regional competition was moved 
up three weeks so they had less 
time than expected to create their 
magazine. 
Ithaca's team, composed of about 
24 students, spent about 60 hours 
per week researching, investigating, 
brainstorming, concocting, devising, 
formulating and creating, much like 
a real Advertising agency would do. 
The combined efforts of all team 
members resulted in the production 
of a first issue proto-typc of a 
magazine called, "ONE, celebrating 
the independent lifestyle," as well as 
a 50 page plans book detailing the 
contents of the follow-up issues. 
The magazine would appeal to 
single men and women, ages 25-54, 
who arc eit1!er divorced, widowed 
or who have never been married. 
The target audience is college 
educated and the average yearly 
income ranges between 30 and 50 
thousand dollars. The team 
discovered that this segment of the 
population ha<; not been focused 
upon by any other magazine and 
determined that a magazine was 
needed to emphasize the positives of 
the independent lifestyle in order to 
de-emphasize the stigma attached to 
"single" life. 
Some of the other competing Ad 
Lab teams focused on similar 
audiences. Others created 
magazines geared u,ward family, 
older women, · and the "GQ" 
audience. 
The judges of tl1e regional 
competition had two weeks to 
examine all of the material 
produced by the 12 competing 
teams before seeing all of the 
presentations in Washington. As 
expected by Howard .Cogan, the 
judges were surprised and impressed 
by Ithaca's team because their 
performance was much more 
creative in comparasion to the 
otJier teams. 
Ithaca presented last out of the 12 
contending teams and took 
advantage of their position by 
giving a very different and eye-
opening performance after viewing 
11 formal presentations, all 
consisting of five presenters, two 
podiums and a slide show. 
Unfortunately, Ithaca's ratings 
suffered due to what several of the 
team members believe to be some 
oversights in their plans book. The 
team has not received their score 
card as of yet, so the reasons for 
their fifth place title ha<;n 't been 
established. 
The Ad Lab team was not only 
disappointed by the outcome of the 
competition. Several members of 
the team expressed further 
disappointment regarding other 
aspects of ilic competition as a 
whole. One of ilie judges had been 
chosen from an alternates list and 
only had 18 hours during which to 
review the plans books of the 12 
teams immediately prior to the 
presentations. Studcntc; felt that this 
judge was not adequately prepared. 
Most disappointing to the team 
was discovering that Hearst, the 
sponsor of the competition, decided 
not to attend the competition. Other 
factors that the team members were 
frustrated with included the small 
budget that the team had to work 
with in comparison to other schools. 
Some of the schools were operating 
on budgets up to 60,000 dollars. 
This allowed them to utilize more 
professional quality materials and 
equipment. Furthermore, students 
were disappointed by the "lack of 
support" by Ithaca College and by 
AD LAB: Matthew O'Connell presents the cover of ONE 
magazine at the fictitious Arrowhead Advertising 
office. 
"unsympathetic professors," as one 
student stated. 
Not wanting to sound like "sore 
losers," the students felt it necessary 
to emphasize that the whole 
experience with Ad Lab resulted in 
many more positives than negatives. 
The Ad Lab members will never 
forget their extraordinary 
experiences. 
0 
Kelly Recd., one or \he presenters, 
said, "It was \he most intense 
experience I've ever had at Ithaca 
College. We all learned an 
incredible amount about olher 
people, ourselves and advertising." 
Mau O'Connell, another presenter, 
said, " This is about as close as you 
can get to the real advertising world 
without actually being in it." 
Synch or swim 
A third component of their 
practice involves working on a 
routine. Routines can be performed 
eiilier as a solo, duct, trio or team 
(4-8 people). They can be 
compared to dance routines in water 
as the movemenL<; arc choreographed 
by a mctatographcr, and placed to 
music. Garand says that while she 
helps the swimmers to some extent, 
they make most of the decisions 
about tJieir routines and tJ1c music 
tJ1ey wish to play along witJ1 their 
routines. 
When asked to describe 
synchronized swimming, Garand 
replied, "Imagine a gynmna~t 
performing underwater, a six.-minute 
miler performing without breathing, 
an ice skater perfecting movements 
in an unstable medium, a dancer's 
artistic flare in choreographing 
.,, routines, a water polo player's 
'l power and strength needed to ell.tend j out of the water, and a long 
... distance swimmer's lung capacity 
SWIMMING: Members of the Synchronl7.cd Swimming Club require endurance and strength 
to execute precision movements in the water. 
.developed for endurance. Add to 
hat a combination of grace, fluidity 
and synchronization of an entire 
team and you have just imagined 
synchronized swimming." 
The practice begins with 
endurance training. This entails 
swimming laps underwater to 
increase lung capacity as well as 
swimming normal laps for overall 
strength. The team also works on 
figure uaining. This is where the 
swimmers trace figures in the water 
through a number of movements. 
There are 206 different figures in 
synchronized swimming, with 
varying levels. In competition, 
swimmers are judged by a panel of 
S judges on the execution of these 
figures. 
If you do not want w just 
imagine synchronized swimming, the 
club has tentatively scheduled a 
performance for May 3, 1990 here 
at Ithaca. 
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ARTS and 
ENTER 1f A!· MENT 
By Sarah Rodman Joanne, her psychiatrist, affirms 
her progress and keeps the 
Thorazine coming. Robert. a 
stockbroker and her lover, grapples 
with his own problems while trying 
to help Catherine. 
Ithaca College's production of 
this excellently written play is a 
dynamic bullseye. All the elements. 
(()) nn My 
jpeirf oirmance 
cess. She is not a basket case, but 
an artist isolated by her illness and 
struggling to create in spite of it. 
Dusinberre deftly portrays the 
mood swings and the melancholy. 
and pulls off the incisive humour 
that the playwright wisely gives 
his artistically gifted/ tortured 
character. Her desire to fall in love 
ling. Far from a cardboard cut-
out stockbroker, Clark creates a 
character that is, by turns, intense. 
bumbling. frightened and very 
funny. He makes us see why Robert 
yearns for the romantic ideal of an 
artist, stifled by his fonnal, by-
the-numbers profession. He comes 
alive in Catherine's presence and 
Clark makes this living vivid. 
is a sense of nervous tension 
throughout the play that is very 
realistic. The play doesn't even 
come close to sliding into a melo-
dramatic psychotic episode. In fact. 
there is a slightly haunting 
immediacy and realism about the 
show that makes it involving and 
accesible. 
Sound designer Joshua Winget 
What is it that you do in your 
life that makes it worth living? 
Everyone has a passion, something 
without which life would become 
meaningless. When that certain 
something is lacking but you still 
must go on. day-in and day-out. 
there is agony until you can bring 
it back. John Olive's "Standing on 
My Knees." performed with great 
potency in the Clark Theatre this 
week. is a probe into what happens 
when that something can only be 
brought back at great personal 
expense. 
Catherine is a poet but-she has a 
problem, she is also a schizo-
phrenic. In order to function in 
everyday life she must be heavily 
medicated on Thorazine. This 
medication hinders her creativity. 
however, and therein lies the 
dilemma; must she sacrifice her 
passion for her sanity? There is no 
easy solution. Alice. her publisher 
and friend. pushes her to get back 
to writing when she is released 
from the hospital a~ the play opens. 
The direction is unadulterated 
by extravagances. The setting is 
minimal, the music is eerily ambient 
and the acting clearly focused 
Joanne, the psychiatrist, is 
played with a sharply defined 
clinical coolness by Emily Grayson. 
Her detached insincerity is ap-
parent in Grayson's patronizing 
smiles and affirmations of "You 're 
doing very well." 
Kathryn West portrays Alice. 
the publisher and fair-weather 
friend. with a pointed humour. By 
far equipped with the best lines in 
the show. West creates a woman 
who, with a failed marriage and 
cynical attitude, builds a shell of 
fraudulence. She needs Catherine 
to write but is gone in a New York 
minute when Catherine needs her 
as she goes into a relapse. 
has impressively integrated existinf! J 
music and that of his own com~ t 
position to create the atmo,phere ~· 
in which Catherine struggle, " 
Sampled voices and synthewcd .,:~ 
sounds weave through Catherine\ , 
mind and provide the perkct ·, 
backdrop for madness without :~· 
being pervasive. 'r, 
ot the show seem to mirror the 
terse and concise style of the 
writing. The direction is 
unadulterated by any exlravaganccs. 
The setting is minimal, the music 
is eerily ambient and the acting 
clearly focused. 
ambient and the acting clearly 
focused. 
Ann D. Dusinberre inhabits 
Catherine's world with great sue-
with Robert is matched only by 
her need to keep him away from 
the poison she believes herself to 
be. When Catherine falls into 
relapse at the conclusion of the 
play, Dusinberre gives a chilling 
performance which never goes 
overboard. 
Lsse Clark's Robert is enthral-
Director Roxane Rix has done 
·,er homework, and it shows. There 
There is nothing extrancou, 111 , 
"Standing on my Knees." The set 1 
itself consists only of the furn1tu1L· .), 
in Catherine's apartment and ' 
spaces for her psychiatric sc,,1,111s 1 
and lunches. With such compil'\ f 
and emotional material, everyone 
in the production should be cun- ~ 
gratulated for making ,uch .1 
devastatingly human piece ju,t I li.11 
1f1ransfo1rming theory into humorous video§ 
Would it surprise you to learn that your sex life 
functions according to the laws of'the market? 
Our sexuality is not repressed, it is produced, and in 
farm custom-made to our social order. The paths to 
pleasure are frequently not pretty, but they are our 
pleasures ... Our sexuality is produced in the form of a 
commodity; our fantasies are repackaged and sold to 
us as products in porn stores; our desire has the 
grammar of consumer capitalism, and those sexual 
forms will exist as long as those social forms continue. 
The irony is tn having us believe that our liberation is 
the balance ... 
Laura Kipnis, "Ecstasy Unlimited: 
The Interpenetrations of Sex and Capital" 
By Dora Vivinetto 
"I don't give a shit about a woman 
being the president of General 
Motors. I'd rather see the end of 
General Motors." 
For videographer Laura Kipnis, 
nothing is taboo. Kipnis' work, 
influenced by social and political 
theories, takes a radical look at 
the existing political structures. 
She doesn't offer suggestions or 
solutions, however. She merely 
provides what she describes as an 
"enigma" and forces us to examine 
society for the answers. Last 
Wednesday night in the Roy H. 
Park Auditorium as part of the 
Women Direct Series, Kipnis pre-
sented her most recent work and 
philosophy and discussed the ideas 
embedded in her videos. 
Kipnis screened her videotape 
"A Man's Woman," directed in 
1988. She describes this video as 
"a tape about right-wing women." 
Kipnis says she made this tape 
because she was interesied in why 
women are attracted to the polit-
ical right rather than the left. "This 
is a question many feminists must 
grapple with .... Both the right and 
left have inceptions in discontent 
for women ... In feminism and anti-
feminism !here is an antagonism 
toward men, Kipnis says. "The 
right has been more successful in 
mobilizing that dissatisfaction. I'm 
interested in why." 
So Kipnis made "A Man's 
Woman," a docu-drama that invest-
igates the ideological and social 
ramifications of the anti-feminist 
movement through the life of a 
fictitious Clovis Kingsley. This 
character, who insists that the 
women's place is in the home, has 
established a thriving career taking 
an ultra-conservative, pro-family, 
anti-feminist stance. She has writ-
ten the book, "The Power of Total 
Submission," which instructs wo-
men that the only way to gain 
power for themselves is to give 
men what they want. 
While giving a speech in favor 
of husbands' rights. Kingsley is 
shot by an unknown assailant. A 
television news reporter assigned 
to uncover the meaning behind 
Kingsley's life discovers the com-
plex contradictions. Kingsley 
wanted to transcend her gender 
and become a leader. To do that, 
she had to conform to the patri-
archal system. 
According to Kipnis, the life 
and mission of Kingsley parallel 
that of renowned anti-feminist 
Phyllis Schlafly. She claims Schlaf-
ly was "politically effective in 
almost single-handedly killing the 
ERA." (Kipnis jokingly says she 
takes artistic revenge by killing off 
Kingsley in the video.) 
Roberrt 1Frripp: 
Kipnis' unusual video is her per-
spective on the origins of the polit-
ical structure, specifically the frag-
mented logic of anti-feminism and 
the strategies of the disempowered. 
ln conveying her theories, Kipnis 
attempts to translate complicated 
abstract arguments into humorous 
videotapes. To do this. she created 
"A Man's Woman" by using simi-
lar techniques of the classic film, 
"Citizen Kane," combining inter-
views and flashbacks to depict a 
larger than life character. 
One of Kipnis' earlier works 
also takes a theoretical approach 
to "historize pleasure and politicize 
desire." "Ecstacy Unlimited: The 
lnterpenetrations of Sex and Cap-
ital" was written, produced and 
directed in 1985. V sing "Sesame 
Stre-et" singsong lyrics and child-
like animation and satirizing com-
mercials and soap operas, ib me,-
sage is that sex has become .1 
commodity. According to the v1dc". 
sex is an $8 billion a year indw,t11. , 
and we as sexual being; are the 
consumers. Influenced by Ma, ,1,t 
philosophy, Kipnis describe, the 
orgasm as a product of human 
labor- sold on the market a, a 
service. 
'This video ["Ecstacy Unlimued"] 
may be shocking in that 11 hit, 
people where they live," K1pn1, 
says. Sex is [neither] private. , 
personal or freely chosen. That 
tape is not a feminist tape II 
talks about sex without gendennng 
see page 15 
A unique sound 
By David Friedman Cornell's Statler Auditorium, and unconventional guitar timbres and 
The house lights go down, and brought the house down. time signatures, producing an 
eleven gentlemen calmly saunter Robert Fripp has been something absolutely unique sound and show_-
from the back of the audience, of a guitar legend for some time, Fripp, known for his 
guitars shmg neatly across their having been the founding member unconventionality, outdid him~elf. 
chests. They climb onstage, sit in a and guitarist of the progressive band There were no titles to the eight 
semi-circle facing outward, and King Crimson, who released such pieces, which changed dramatical~y 
meditate for about twenty seconds. critically acclaimed albums as without warning. At times, ceruun 
Then, with a wave of hand, they "Beat" and "discipline" during the players would talce breaks while 
break into a symphony-like piece, seventies. He has worked with others played parts. For the moSt 
all parts played .on identical Ovation other artists such as David B·owie, part, all played throughout. . 
shallowbody acoustic/electric guitars. Peter Gabriel, Brian Eno, and Andy Seated in the semi-circle, Fnpp, 
In perfect synchronization, they Summers, and since 1985 has been who sat on the far left, would play 
carry through complex pieces, in leading Guitar Craft, a series of a single note and turn to his right 
styles ranging from blues to seminars designed to teach the craft where the next player would follow 
baroque. of guitar playing. Through Guitar it. Each player would add a phrase, 
This unique and thoroughly Craft comes the League of Crafty often at great speed. creating 
amazing ensemble, known as Robert Guitarists, a touring group of "ripple effect" as the notes casca~ 
Fripp and the League of Crafty students and their teacher. The after each other. Other times, Fri 
Guitarists, played last Sunday pupils are on a three-year program. would inject humor into the 
evening to a sold-out· crowd - at The · eleven guitarists explort. · · see J)age 15- · '_ · 
Ap_ril ~. 199{) _-
Deep in the 
Dungeon 
Last Thursday night, the Haunt was moving with 
the sounds of such groups as the Cure, Siouxsie 
and the Banshees and the Ministry. Heather 
Dube, a 1989 graduate, and her partner Shirley 
Beningo hosted this evening dance and musical 
intensity. 
Photographs by Amy Kweskin 
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I ·-· t SUMMER TERM 
at 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
This summer you can: 
*catchup 
*makeup 
*get ahead 
while you discover beautiful Ithaca in ihe 
summertime. 
*On-campus housing available. 
Classes in all five schools are offered, as well as: 
*workshops 
$@S$01Illll1l ~ 
May 29-June tlID 
*internships 
*independent studies 
$teSSDOBll nil 
J11nlly 2-Auuust ~ 
tm1J11tmml Music 
JllD~!1 t-iueusu 3 
Register now 
Office of Summer Sessions: Towers Concourse. Ithaca College. 
_ .,953 Danby Rd .• Ithaca NY 14850 (607) 274-3143 
~ ~ y I <Cayruiga (Cl())rH11e1r I 
ili ill ~ * ~ 
I Qunamy Aparttmelll\tt§ Now JRellllttillillg\( 
il~ 1F all Il 990 \l ~ ~ 
.... . . 
1'lhnree lbedhrooms * lFomr bedl1rooms * 1Five bedrooms 
]Featuring: Dishwasher* laundry facilities* 
parking * wall to wall carpeting * 
f U11By furnished security/ intercom system 
* close to campus and commons * 
l Call 1Linda at 277-5576 ~~~ 
i=t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::~::::::::::::~::::::::::•:::::::::::•:::::::::::::::::::::::::•:•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-:::•:::•:•:•:•:-:-:-:•:•:•:•:•:-;: 
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Volcano fails to erupt 
By Andrew Secunda 
John Patrick Shanley had 
enough clout to do anything he 
wanted after winning a Best 
Screenplay Oscar for "Moon-
struck." The result of this clout is 
"Joe Versus the Volcano," a bizarre 
comedy starring Tom Hanks and 
Meg Ryan. There's a great deal of 
interesting stuff in "Joe Versus the 
Volcano," but you wonder where 
it's all heading. Unfortunately, 
writer/ director Shanley never tells 
you. 
The film opens with Joe Banks 
(Tom Hanks) working in a night-
marish surgical equipment manu-
facturing plant. The first scene 
sets you up for the weirdness that 
will follow with jam-packed sur-
real touches in every shot. This 
includes a "crooked road" that 
leads to the factory's front door, a 
recurring image throughout the 
film. Dan Hcdaya, most well 
known as TV's Nick on Cheers· 
plays Joe's grouchy boss. Although 
he does a fine comic job with the 
part, we don't really understand 
what his purpose in the story is. 
No one ever tells us. 
Shanley crams so much plot 
exposition into the following 
scenes the audience loses track of 
how odd it is. Joe is told by his 
doctor (Robert Stack) that he has 
a "brain cloud," and will die in a 
few months. A few scenes later, 
Lloyd Bridges shows up and tells 
Joe he can add meaning to his 
worthless life. He can do this by 
saving a small Hawaiian island 
from destruction by jumping into a 
volcano. 
Numerous p\ot points fo\\ow, 
more characters drift in and out of 
the story, and Joe docsn 't seem to 
Correction 
In last weeks Ithacan, 
photographer Anne 
Noggle's name was 
spelled incorrectly. 
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WE CATER TO: 
Fraternities 
Sororities 
Fundraisers 
Business Organizations 
Community Groups 
Various Sports Teams 
We specialize in advertising 
and promotional items! 
BUTTONS • BALLOONS 
BUMPER STICKERS • CAPS 
MUGS O TOTE BAGS o ETC. 
(And Much More) 
Call us for that hard to find item 
for :LQ!.!r group! 
210 The Commons 
273-6667 7-Days 
know what's going on any more 
than we do. What is most annoying 
about this is he doesn't seem to 
care. Although Joe supposedly has 
decided to live life to the fullest, he 
enough money to buy some cool 
luggage. Hanks does what he can 
with the part, but seems to be 
stumbling through the plot with as 
much curiosity as to why he's there 
different characters in the course 
of the story: a dark-haired secretary 
in the surgical factory with a Long 
Island accent; the spoiled red-
headed daughter of Lloyd Bridges; 
and her blond half-sister, who is 
closest to the Meg Ryan we know. 
Ryan is given some of the most 
cryptic dialogue in the film. Yet, 
her quirky delivery makes us forget 
how preposterous the situations 
are. Well, for a while, anyway. 
even more frustrating. There arc 
inspired touches like the island 
natives singing "Havah Nagila" in 
Hawaiian and drinking orange 
soda. However, youcan only ask 
an audience to swallow so much 
without a strong plot. 
Meg Ryan strangely looks more at home 
in this picture than Hanks, playing an 
impressive three different characters in 
the course of the story. Shanley's offbeat style, including 
incredibly huge moons and incred-
ibly well-made luggage, is enough 
to keep us interested through most 
of the film. This makes the fact 
that the story never goes anywhere 
If you're into the offbeat and 
don't expect much, you may enjoy 
"Joe vs. Volcano." However, if 
you can't handle movies that have 
no direction, beware. Shanley 
unapologetically explains nothing 
at the end of the film. One last 
thought: Abe Vigoda (Fish of 
"Barney Miller") plays the Jewish 
Chief of the island natives; who 15 
this guy's agent? 
walks around with much the same 
apathy as he did before his "brain 
cloud," but for the fact that Lloyd 
Bridges has supplied him with 
as the audience has. . 
Meg Ryan strangely looks more 
at home in this picture than 
Hanks, playing an impressive three 
SPRING FEVER SALE 
Serving Lunch & Dinner 
11:30am - 10pm Daily 
Late Menu 'til Midnite 
,.BURGERS*PIZZA 
,.MEXICAN"'IT ALIAN* 
-ORIENT AL,. 
*INCREDIBLE APPETIZERS"' 
*OUTRAGEOUS DRINKS* 
.. 
'.j 
214-216 THE COMMONS 
ITHACA .. 272-5080 
·- .. -,·, . 
Boston Trader Shop 
10% Off All New 
' Sprina Merchandise 
Boston irader, Ruff Hewn, 
. Timberland 
! Polo/Ralph Lauren 
\ 10% Off All New Spring 
-l Merchandise. 
: Knit shirts, woven shirts, pants, 
. outerwear, shorts. sweaters. 
· visors, rainwear. 
· Hugo Boss Sportswear 
10% Off all New Spring 
Merchandise 
Knit shirts, woven shirts, sweaters. 
casual pants, dress pant:>, dress 
shirts. rain wear & spring Jackets 
Metro DeQartment 
10% Off all new Spring 
Merchandise , 
Featuring Tommy Hilfiger pants . 
shorts, shirts. knits & jackets. 
Dress Furnishings Men's Furnishings Dept. 
100% Cotton Short 
. ~I Sleeve Knit Shirts 
'-/ Interlock-Mesh in 14 
Buy any dress shirt 
regular price get 30% 
Off 2nd shirt. Buy any tie 
regular price get 30% 
Off the 2nd tie. 
THUR 
APR 5 
FRI 
APR 6 
SAT 
APR 7 
MON 
APR 
9 
TUES 
APR 10 
WED-, 
THUR 
FRI 
APR 13 
SAT 
APR 14 
I Colors by Outerbanks 
1 
Reg. $29 - Sale $24.99 
, 10% Off any Shirt and 
Pant Combination 
Girbaud, Generra, Basco. 
Legends, Goouch, French 
Connections, Tom Tailor 
• 2nd item of equal or lesser value 
Outerwear Department 
10-20% Off all 
spring jackets 
20% Off all leather. 
IRV LEWIS 
HOl N~GHTS~ 
THE SINGING MACHINE - Win 
SHOT & DRAFT' SUPER SPECIALS - 8:30 PM - 10:30 PM prizes! 
THE fl00[) 5 SHOTS AND A PITCH1::R $5.00 
CHANCES TAKEN 5 SHOTS AND 
A PITCHER $5.00 
THE INCREDIBLE HULKS! 9-11 PM 
TI IE USA'S HOTTEST M/\LE DANCE REVUE 
AS APPEARED ON Pl IIL DONAHUE FEBRUARY 9, 1990 
TICKE'IS ON SALE NOW - COME OR CALL - MEN AFI'ER 11 PM 
PARTY WITH CHUCK! SHOT & DRAFT SUPER SPECIALS ITHACA'S BEST DJ 8:30 PM - 10:30 PM 
THE SINGING MACHINE 
Sing to Win! SUPERSPECIALS - 8:30 PM - J0:30 PM 
EDGJE PARK 5 SHOTS AND A PITCHER SS 
ROULETTE· :, SHOfS AND A PITCHER $5.CO 
Remember ... $1.00 off with Senior I.D. at all times 
.~':&TUE~ DAY0~ · ~ <..J• Downtown~ BAR & GRILL-· .. ~ · 
. . .... 
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Tapas ccreate Just the iright nnea! 
By Megan Wlnflcld and Wendy shrunp and the clams with black bland. It is more the spinach and M h 6 f th" C Cicchcttl curry sauce. The true seafood marinara sauce that bring flavor to S ar~ 0D" is year. o-owncrs right meal. With the coming of 
''Tapas: 'Little dishes' ... not 
necessarily a particular kind of 
food; rather, they represent a style 
of eating." Where can you fmd 
these tapas? They're the fame of 
Just a Taste, a new type of 
restaurant k>cated at 116 North 
Aurora SL 
Tapas date back to the 19th 
century, originating in Andalucia. 
Spain. Tapas were first used to 
protect fine wines. A slice of cured 
ham or shorizo sausage was placed 
over the mouth of a wine glass, and 
this was known to be tapa. Today 
tapas are appetizers or main course 
dishes. 
Just a Taste prides itself in 
offering a wide variety of 
international foods. Two of the 
choice tap as offered arc breaded, 
cheese filled ravioli marinara, which 
have a light crispness to them rather 
than being heavily saturated in oil, 
and swordfish teriyaki, which 
includes fresh peppers and pineapple 
marinated in an unbelievable 
teriyaki sauce that makes the 
swordfish ~ven more moist and 
tender. 
Two tapas that are a bit 
disappointing are the grilled jumbo 
flavor in these dishes is masked by this dish. Cahnt.Yt imdmctt hand . Le_x spring they arc hoping to open an 
. _ u m aranon stress t at vancty 1s d ct· · h" h · 
an abundance of seasorungs. The The Italian sweet and sour f th . be . . . out oar 1mng area w 1c will 
sauce on the clam tapa is especially chicken was quite different, for it ?nc 0d cir numbl"rhonc pnonucs contribute additional charm. 
. . m or er to csui 1s a reputable "P J h · f d th • 
overbearing. also 1s served on top of pasta. The Th . cop e arc avmg un an at s 
The highlights of Just a Taste's homemade sweet and sour sauce resdtaurCanht. . e talendts ofakDimmctt the most important thing," said 
. . . . 1. an utmtaranon m c the Dimm u W"th o· • · · menu arc the md1v1dual pizzas. creates a 1ght and tasty meal when i . . . c · 1 unmctt s pos1uvc 
There arc eight different pizza added to the sautecd sliced chicken. per ect combma~ion for ~ succcss~ul attJtude, their restaurant should 
combinations offered, which include Although there arc not a wide :cSla:ant. d ~~~ett is ~ :vmc prosper quickly in the Ithaca 
a variety of select cheeses, seafood variety of desserts from which to cxpcnn : an f f uodtmtaranon is a community· 
o 01sscur o o . 
and vegetables. One of the most choose, the ones offered arc sinfully At 11 J T · 
· · ~• d I bl · th k d 1· · Th · 1 1c moment, ust a astc 1s ongm ... an pa ata c 1s c smo cd e 1c10us. esc me ude a hazelnut · · "th . h 1 . salmon and bric combination. torte and a chocolate mousse cake expcnmentm~ wi its ours. ~ is 
In addition. originality in both which is so rich that it is black i~ ~pc~ sev~nd_ ays ~ wce~i ~gcnng Rating (on a scale from l [lowest] 
salads and dressings can be found color and immense in flavor. ~n~O an m~ ~m :F . a.m. to 5 [higheSt]) 
at this one location. The goat Just a Taste has one of the Sat ~m.. ~us., I?· and 
cheese salad consists of marinated largest wine selections in central ·k· htcy te ff open 1until . 12 ~~-c· e.· local goat cheese wilh endive and New York. One unique aspect of mi ig an ° er a ate night v, • 
ed An th . th . I . . th d • menu. Variety r pepper. o er great onginal cir se ecuon 1s at you on t 1 l T is the smoked salmon salad. Some have to buy a whole bottle of wine. t~ed a aSl~ offers . perfect t~:!1:herc: 
3.5 
2.5 
4.3 
4.0 
3.56 interesting dressings arc parmesan Forty-one different wines are sec u atmosp ere for JUSt the 
pepper and wine and cheese. There offered by the glass. 'F;::;-r"i_p_p ___________ tu_n_c_0J_o_u_r_gu-i-tar-s)-?-,"-F .... r-ip-p-sm-ir_k_ed 
is a daily soup offered, along with Entirely new to the Ithaca area and asked wonderingly, 'This is 
the tender beef house soup. is their wine flight. A flight is the from page 12 Cornell?" 
For those who are not interested process of sampling wines. You The music continued, varying 
in ordering a few tapas, cntrees are begin by sc!ecting ~ . certain proceedings, shouting "a one, two, style to style, even echoing King 
available. Included among the category of wme._ W11Jnn each etc." in a mock call after a caesura. Crimson at one point with all 
entrecs are scallops in vcnnouth catego~, Y?U receive between t~o A woman was seated lo the left of eleven instruments banging out the 
sauce, beef kabob and bouillabaisse. and six different types of wmc the guitarists, and several times got same quick chord progression 
The tofu marinara dish consists of (each sample is 1.5 oz). A chart is up and sang a capella, apparmtly simultaneously. All eventually got 
tofu sautced with garlic, spinach provided to . writ~ personal introducing the songs to follow. back to a common theme, which 
and white wine, over a bed of pasta comments. This flight ~rocess During a question and answer came out during the ending piece, 
in a marinara sauce. However, e~ables you to sample different break, Fripp was bitingly sarcastic, as well as the two encores. 
although the seasoning of the tofu wmes from all over the world. though in a funny way; when asked Though at times things seemed a 
sounds enticing, the tofu is rather JuSl a Taste firSl opened on the ridiculous question of "Do you little repetitive, Sunday evening's 
performance was a fantastic and 
unforgettable experience, overall. 
BA/KA Computers Community Corners 200 Pleasant Grove Road Ithaca, NY 14850 
Though nothing could replace the 
live show for guitar cnthusiasL,, 
those who missed it can tune to 
Sunday afternoon's Classic Rock 
Sunday on WICB, which will 
feature interviews with some 
members, as well a, performance 
----
Now you can afford the best! 
Buy a Macintosh® and save up to 40%~ 
ANDooo 
If you bought your Maci_ntosh after 
January 1, 1990, your wa.rranty has 
been extended to a full year. 
If you bought your Mac before January 1, 
1990, don't worry, AppleCare® is on 
sale too. 
Apple0 warranty repairs from BAKA 
Computers are fast and 
absolutely ... free. 
ilfaculty, staff, and students of Ithaca College are eligible forspedal pricing. 
For more tnfonnatlon about Macintosh computers and the Educational Purchase Program, 
, please contact the Educational Purchase Coordinator at 27 4-3030. Autoori7.ed Dealer 
OBAA'.A ~0111;,uun Inc. tipple, Iba App"1 Loso, and Macfntosb arv ragistsrad ~a,lu of Appt. Computllr Inc. ApplaCara is a ragislllml samce ma,Ji of Appl, Compum lac. 
pieces. 
Women Direct 
from page 12 
it." 
'That's exactly why Kipnis ~ay~ 
she wanted to make the "A Man's 
Woman"' -- she wanted to address 
gender politic,. an issue she didn't 
discuss in her previcJU, work. She 
also produced this tape because 
she noticed feminism's "loss of 
momentum a, a political move-
ment." 
Kipnis say, that feminism had 
its limited succe~ses, but only for a 
particular class -- white, upper-
middle class and educated. "The 
movement was successful for only 
a segment of the population, but 
not for women a, a whole." 
Kipni~ believes that for women. 
the present structure is not accept-
able. Until she sees it change, 
Kipni, will continue taking ab-
~tract theories and producing them 
into acccs~iblc and arousing video,. 
For 
Genuine 
U.S. 
government 
surplus 
HOLLY'S 
SURPLUS 
636 W. STATE ST. 
FREE PARKING 
277-6063 
OPEN 9-S:JO MON-SAT 
"GENUINE GI IS OUR FORTE" 
~,l;',l;\~J;\,l;\4~41;).Q.,l;\,I;\ 
). 
..... 
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Paint~rr ce2rptuirte§ · 1anguage of desert 
l!Jy Andrew Osvick 
To the checkbook traveller 
who spent spring break dreaming 
about Cancun and to the Carib-
bean jet-setters who failed to bring 
enough film, Laurel Hecht presents 
"DAYDREAMS AND TRAVELS 
- (Inner Landscapes of Enchanted 
Places)" at the State of the Art 
Gallery in Ithaca. This art exhibi-
tion and sale by the artist offers 
vivid moonscapes and pastoral 
monotypes invoking that postcard 
Gallery unfortunately cramps the 
hanging of this exhibit, but certain-
ly not its style. The 32 acrylic 35" 
X 45" canvases arc smaller in scale 
than their predecessors. However. 
this works to their advantage. 
concentrating already vibrant 
colors and themes. This series 
allows a grand choice for the selec-
tive art collector and shows many 
new perspecuvcs at which the 
amateur connoisseur may raise an 
eyebrow as well. 
places that I let my mind go to," 
says Hecht. She uses a method she 
calls "channelling." which is her 
recognition of what wants to be 
said in a painting. Once Hecht 
selects a scene, the image in her 
mind is transposed to the canvas 
through liberal application of paint 
and, surprisingly enough, not much 
reworking. 
painting meaning in the mind of 
the viewer. 
tective "Nature Mother" might 
caution others not to fool with an 
old cliche. However one responds, 
these works range in theme from 
subtle to sublime, and from timid 
to titanic. 
Whether you deliriously enjoy 
or seriously avoid desert land-
scapes, take a trip to the State of 
the Art, because Santa Fe is too 
far to go for good art. 
. , cliche "wish you were here." And, 
according to Hecht. maybe we can 
be there. 
In art, the profound often blends 
with the fantastic, and Hecht ex-
plore~ this possibility through 
nature. "These landscapes give the 
viewer a chance to enter fanta~y 
lands, and for a moment or two 
envision themselves within," she 
writes. For Hecht, most of the dry 
tranquility of the southwest origi-
nates from curious contemplation 
(see "O'Keefe, Georgia"). Hecht's 
"Fallen Branch"compares the cool 
aurora of a desert glen to serenity 
with swirls of turquoise shaded 
with cactus green and smeared 
with a cobalt sky. 
This "visual language" is also 
apparent in her eight monotypcs 
where the painting process is differ-
ent, but the results are equally 
special. A monotype is a print 
produced by paintmg ink onto 
plcr.ig,lass plates and then inverting 
and embossing onto paper. The 
quirk is that the image is reversed 
in depth as well as orientation. We 
regularly sec a finished image 
covering layers of trial and error. 
Monotype prints are bottom-up, 
which challenges the artist to be 
careful and cre;1tive. The end result 
is the Hecht effect, a cele~1ial aware-
ness which hopefully gives the 
Although monotypes are a subtle 
diffusion from the other bold eye-
grabbers, the three oversized acryl-
ics gently harmonize in theme. 
"The Making of the Moon"pond-
ers mythological origins while 
"Icon" and "Cloudscape" use 
Hecht's favorite forms, the crystal 
and a motherly silhouette, which 
tie in with her descriptive titles. 
The fun comes with recognizing 
these shapes and analyzing how 
they are worked into the painting. 
Although colorful juxtaposition 
of abstract shapes is supposed to 
evoke an emotional response, it 
becomes necessary for the viewer 
to understand Hecht's reaction to 
nature in addition to one's own. 
It's almost frustrating when you 
love a painting for its aesthetic 
attributes, but fail to cmpathi1e 
with artist on theme. For example. 
what appears to Hecht as the pro-
lf art jargon creates more con-
fusion than appreciation for paint-
ing, Hecht has also coordinated a 
panel discussion at the Johnson 
Museum entitled "Demystifying 
the Art of Collecting Art" to be 
held on Sunday, April 8, 2-4 p.m., 
followed by a reception. Admission 
is $5. 
Each painting signifies Hecht\ 
search for solitude in the ~outh-
west. From her experiences in and 
around Ithaca and Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, Hecht has constructed an 
imaginative acrylic poem with a 
maturing palette of ideas. "A 
person must have a place where 
they feel safe." Hecht says, "so 
that thev can take the time to 
reflect upon themselves." This is a 
noble ideal for the viewer as well 
as the artist in that one must not 
be intimidated by art and tts 
environment. 
The ho~ting State of the Art 
The placid pamtmgs contrast 
her robust style throughout the 
gallery. "[These arc J enchanted 
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HOl Y WEEK & EASTER 
SERVICES 
AL L£ 
L 11 Jj 
~'t'-+-1<., CA-"'U-tOl.lC communrtY 
OF l'"C+t~C~ C01.L~~~ 
PASSION SUNDAY April 8 Masses at: 
10:15am 
1:00pm 
9:00pm 
PENANCE SERVICE April 10 9:00pm 
HOLY THURSDAY April l 1 Mass at: 
7:30pm 
GOOD FRIDAY April 12 12:05pm 
3:00pm 
EASTER MASSES: 
New gallery hours are Wed. -
Fri. 12 noon - 8 p.m./Sat. 11 a.m. 
- 5 p.m./Sun. 12 noon - 5 p.m .. 
The State of the Art Gallery is 
located at 120 W. State St. For 
more information call 273-2120. 
IEN1rlEIR 1f .AJINMJEN'Jf WRlI1fJER§ & 
JRIEJPORTERS 
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0 
Call the The Ithacan office 
at 274-3207 or Wendy at 273-8322 
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Musical expresses the spirit 
By Tyler Bradford 
If you went to see Godspell in 
Muller Chapel then you know what 
it is like to be pulled into a show 
that is meant to capture and express 
a person's spirit. The production, 
sponsored by the Catholic Com-
munity at Ithaca College was 
student directed by Brian Gilmore. 
The idea of putting together the 
show was born last year by Deb 
Grainger and Brian Gilmore. 
From the moment the cast took 
the stage, the audience knew they 
were not in for an ordinary show. 
The fact that the musical was 
performed in Muller Chapel, which 
is not a typical stage, added a 
uniqueness to the show. Most of 
the show was performed on the 
main floor with the audience seated 
above them. Sometimes the cast 
would break from the floor and 
sing and dance their way up the 
steps through the audience. 
Performing in Muller Chapel 
made the show original, but also 
confusing. At times the choreo-
graphy was too extravagant for 
the small stage, which caused 
distraction from the performance. 
Audience members either found 
the staging appealing or were 
dismayed by its complexity. The 
If you've been waiting 
for a formal invitation 
to visit Israel, 
YOU'VlE GO'f lIT! 
same could be said of the acting 
which was super energetic and 
almost worked against the shows 
strongest point - the singing. 
It would be difficult to pick one 
singer over the other. They were 
all amazing. It was their song which 
expressed their spirit. Godspell j5 
not a show that runs like a Broad-
way show. All cast members keep 
their given names on and off stage. 
The idea is that the performers arc 
bringing themselves into the show 
When the company sang together 
their power vibrated through the 
chapel, bridging the gap between 
audience and performers. Solos 
were enchanting and the on stage 
band played with the singers 
instead of overpowering them. The 
music blended the show together. 
The performers voices stole the 
show, but other aspects like the 
costumes spiced up the perform-
ance. The costumes were a hodge-
podge of colors and mismatched 
styles creatively pieced together to 
enhance the characters flam-
boyancy. 
The show was cast last semester 
and work began immediately a, 
the entire show had to be choreo-
graphed before rehearsal started 
at the beginning of spring semester. 
Sister Virginia Taylor stresses the 
demanding amount of time and 
effort the crew and cast dedicated 
to Godspell. She was also thankful 
for the outside help the production 
received. Funding was provided 
by the Inter Faith Religious Coun-
cil at Ithaca College, and props 
were loaned by the Ithaca College 
Physical Plant. With the help of 
Ithaca College organizations and 
support of the Catholic Com-
munity, Godspell had three"suc-
ccssful sell out nights. 
Join us for an exciting Cultural Adventure 
in Israel working side by side 
119 Dryden Rd. in Collegetown 
Special Studenit rF ares 
Sample Fares- 1 /2 Round Trip, Plus Tax 
New York To 
~UNYEERS 
v~aBSRAEt 
with Israel's finest! 
All it costs is the partially subsidized fare 
from $578 
plus registration fee 
THREE WEEK PROGRAMS INCLUDE: 
*Round-trip airline ticket 
*Tours throughout the country 
*Lectures by Israel's leading professors 
*Full room and board 
*3 kosher meals a day 
330 West 42nd Street, Room 1318, New York, NY 10036 (212) 643-4848 
London 195.00 Milan 265.00 
Amsterdam 225.00 Paris 240.00 
Madrid 250.00 Frankfurt 240.00 
Hong Kong 1019.00 RT Tokyo 969.00 RT 
* Must Be a Student Under 34 years old. 
Many More Cities - plus Eurail, Hotel Pkgs , ..... , .... 
607 - 272 - 7987 ASTA 
....... , ........ .,, .... y 
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UJUHACAN 
By Eric Holland 
"Let Love Rule" is an ambit1ou~ 
and impressive debut album from 
a musician who,e presence will 
undoubtedly be felt in the nineties. 
The music draws from influences 
as varied a~ Elvis Costello, Lou 
Reed, Bob Dylan and most plainly 
from John Lennon and Prince. 
Kravit7 crie, out for love in the 
face of racism and in,titutionahzed 
hate. He aho touches on social ills 
such as drug addiction and the 
killing of the planet by pollution 
and carelcssnes,. What emerges i~ 
... ,,a hopeful and relevant work which 
is honest rather than prctent1ou,. 
The disc opens with a t;,steful 
acoustic riff in "Sitting on Top of 
the World," which immediately 
hooh vou into the album. The 
bluc,v. · folkish feel of "Sitting" 
then gives way to the melodic title 
cut. Now 1t \ casv to want and let 
love rule when ,:ou 're married to 
Lisa Bonet. hut Kravitz deliver, 
the mess·age pa,,ionately to all of 
humanity: 
Love 1s gentle ,1~ a rose/and 
love can conquer any war/ It's ume 
to take a stand/ Brothers and 
Sisters join hand~/ We got to let 
love rule 
We've heard s1m1lar scntimenb 
-.- • from Cat Steven, to Bob Marley 
but our ,ocietv obviouslv need, a 
reminder. For- all the lyrics advo-
cating love and peace in the late 
sixtie,. we still had to endure two 
decades of cold war and unre-
strained corporate capitalism. 
Kravit7 hasn't given up and begs 
for a recons1derat1on of these 
ideals. In "Docs Anybody out there 
even Care," he build, on the theme 
and urge, change. 
Wake up world before it's too 
late/ It's time for love to conquer 
hate/and when that battle's won/ 
We can all live as one. 
The battle is far from won and 
Kravit7 acknowledges it in "Fear." 
written by Bonet. Anyone who 
grew up in the Reagan era can 
relate to the references to polluted 
seas, toxic waste and acid rain. 
The tragedy of killing the earth 
parallels the waste of human life 
in wars that go on every day. Fear 
is the onlv ,ane reaction to the 
political a~d economic machines 
which threaten to crush all of us. 
The song capsuled the vulner-
ability most of us feel living in 
this age. 
Kravitz happens to sport a nose-
ring. tatoo work and dreadlocks. 
His appearance might lead some 
of the narrow-minded and back-
ward members of our society to 
stereotype him. He confronts 
modern day racism in "Mr. Cab 
Driver" 
Mr. Cab Dnvcr don't like the 
way I look· He don't like dreads, 
he thinks we're all crooks/ Mr. Cab 
Driver read~ too many story boob. 
Although love 1~ prevalent tor 
Kravit1. he ha~ no time for such 
ignorance. He cub to the heart of 
the matter in the song's final vcr~e· 
Mr. Cab Driver pass me up 
with eyes of fire/ Mr. Cab Driver 
thinks we're all 165'ers/ Mr. Cab 
Driver, F--- you. l'masurvivor. 
The 
Bunny 
Shop 
Noti-11ng But Stl.!lfcd An mets 
lQf, D,ydi,n Rd• Co::e>qe\:o·.-n • ?73 4857 
We Deliver 
6
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Pre= m ce<dl 
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Tom Garcia, MD IUA.G '751 
Cardiologist 
Houston, Texa~ 
-.. 
"The right choice was theire wh.en :n: 
needed it. I made that choice, and now :n:'m 
a physician. My alma mater may be Just 
right for you. It's your choice." 
Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara 
School of Medicine 
Guadalajara, Mexico 
lfhe Dntematiomnl Choice 
For your free video preview call: 11.-800-53].-5494 
The omnipresent vice of drug 
addiction is addressed in "Blues 
for Sister Someone" which is well 
done but would not be out of 
place on any Lou Recd Album. "I 
build this Garden for Us" outlines 
a utopia where these problems 
wouldn't exist: 
In this garden they11 be no 
war/No racial prejudice/ You'll 
be my brother of any color/ You'll 
just be okay with us. 
It is a gem of a song but also 
one in which the comparisons to 
Lennon are inescapable. A chief 
reason the influences are so clear 
is that Kravitz plays most of the 
instruments himsel1. with a few 
exceptions. As there is no band to 
INSTITUTIONS 
OF FASHION 
i<epulot1ons oren t 
bought They're 
lJuill Since 1909 Irv 
Lewis Irie has 
conlir1ued to build & 
expand You'll 
discover fasr,ion at 
its best & a most 
personal staff Irv 
Lewis Inc invites you 
info ifs 5 stores. each 
with a separate 
venture wnere 
you·11 discover 
your own 
fashion 
statement 
' r 
ii 
---
,' 
I 
I 
I 
' 
.'J 
: ~ ! r-
mesh with, the musicians who in-
spired his work are unmistakably 
identifiable. Remarkably, he also 
produced the album. This works 
to the record's advantage by pre-
venting it from falling into the 
hands of a commercial-minded 
over-producer. 
In most cases, Kravit7 is success-
ful in tackling the daunting task of 
laying down tracks for three or 
four instruments in addition to all 
the vocals. He offers grungy to 
dreamy guitar licks with funky 
April 5, 1990 
bass lines and crisp drumming -
not drum programming. Strings 
and keyboards arc utilized liber-
ally to add dimension, depth and 
various moods. Only rarely do the 
different trach seem isolated or 
linear. Lenny K rav1tz combines 
blues, psychedelia. folk. rock and 
pop and creates his own voice. As 
good as the album is. he can only 
get better by interacting with other 
musicians. Meanwhile, ·'Let Love 
Rule" is a pleasing introduction to 
a fresh talent on rhe music scene. 
ESCAPE FROM ITHACA!i~ 
, ....... . 
: ___ -=' rfJ'lf'1 CHARTERS ......_ 
~em(D(:)-....,(:}· 
EVERY FRIDAY 
NYC/LI $49 
( Port Authority)/ ( Roosevelt Field) ( Round Trip) 
For further into cal I 
STS CHARTERS, 272-6964 
I 
\ 
Apfii S, ~990 . 
CC©NGRATULATJI(Q)N~ 
T(Q) THE 
11990 = 19911 
ST'lDJDENT ACTN"J!TKE~ IBstO~ ~ 
TERRY WOOLARD 
CORY BANK 
KELLY DUNCAN 
ANDREW ELKKNS 
HEIDI FREY 
ANDREA GlliZZLE 
TOM HOBELMAN 
KATHY HUG 
TRACEY 0 9CONNOR 
JANA PINES 
Chairperson 
Recreation 
Travel 
Films 
Special Events 
Showcase 
Advertising 
Secretary 
Humanities 
Speakers 
Films 
Advertising 
Cabaret 
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SCOTT RENTON 
RENE SCHNEIDE_R 
NORruS SCOTT 
SUZANNE SMITH 
AMY WACKER 
Public Relations 
TREASURER 
BEST WISHES 
FOR THE FUTURE~ 
... 
,_,,,. 
-
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...,_ . 
.... 
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IlDIEIRSONA[.S 
Buva -
I don't care that you arc gay ... I'II 
still be your friend. 
Amos 
Alex -
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! Just wishing 
you the best in life. Party-Hardy and 
Feliz Cumplcanos!! 
-MARILYN-
Andy -
You arc going to make a great 
father someday ... but not of my kids. 
Have fun Saturday night! 
-Kathy 
Action & Choice/Choice & Action -
You're all winners as far as I'm 
,oncemcd. Good Luck! 
Love, Kelly 
Dave, Jonathon, Kathy & Alissa -
That's the ticket! See you on the 
18th! 
Love, Kc! 
Dave -
You're the best person for the job, 
and that's a FACT! 
P. -
Love, 
Nadia 
Thanks for loving me like no one 
else can! 
Love, 
T. 
IC CREW -
Put it in and Drive! Stay tough! 
Georgetown is going down! 
T.S. 
Jenn N. -
Congrats on All Decade. Now 
where's my autograph? 
-A.S. 
Sunbeam Blond -
Please forgive me, I will never let 
Freshmen throw things at you when 
you're passed out again. 
I Love You, 
Bitch 
My special s.c. friend -
I've been saving V-Juice for you in 
the fridge. Come and get it! 
-Nie Nae Paddy Wack 
Wrath -
Roses are red, 
Violets are blue, 
You sh_ in our wok, 
We sh_ in your face. 
405 W. Green 
Reeger -
Than.ks for listening and for the 
hugs. I needed them. 
Beth 
Poosh and Julie -
Thanks for being there for me. I 
love you guys! 
Barri -
Love -n- SSF, 
Beth 
Cooking was --interesting. Next time 
we'll read the directions just (chill 
for 3 hours ... or 1/2 hour in the 
freezer?) 
Novena To St. Jude: 
Love -n- SSF, 
Beth 
May the Sacred Hean of Jesus be 
adored, glorified, loved, and 
preserved throughout the world now 
& forever. Sacred Heart pray for us. 
St. Jude, worker of miracles pray 
for us. St. Jude, help of the helpless 
pray for us. Say nine times for nine 
days. Prayers answered on eighth 
day. Publish must be promised. 
L -
Congrats on Saturday's win! Do 
welJ this weekend too!!! IL Y. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
ClLASSlllFilJE]l))S 
SUMMER SUBLET -
Room in a three bdrm. Apt. 
available. Kitchen, living room, & 
dining room, walking distance to 
~ommons. Price negotiable. Call 
Dave W. 272 - 1094. 
SUMMER SUBLET -
1 or more large bedrooms in a 6 
bedroom house, furnished. Price 
negotiable. Call 277 - 8149. 
FOR RENT -
4 bedroom house. Coddington Rd. 
Furnished, lakcvicw, washer/dryer. 
$1,100 +. Available June 1st. 277 -
7475. 
LAKESIDE LANSING -
2 bedroom furnished, dock, beach. 
Schoolyear. $400 plus. 272 - 8109 
evenings. weekends. 
4 BEDROOM SUMMER SUBLET 
June 1 - Aug. 15 - rent negotiable. 
James St. Townhouses #10. 
Washer/dryer, fully furnished, Call 
Nikki, Julie, Lori or Pauline. 273 -
6367. 
IT'S TIME -
For Spring Tune-ups at Swan 
Cycles. $20.00 Call Glenn at 277 -
0495 or Dan at 277 - 0962 . 
SINGER/SONGWRITER -
(24) seeks young bandmates into 
Beatles, B-52s, Maniacs, REM, 
Smithereens, jangling, harmonies, 
black, paisley, rolled jeans, Elvis' 
hair - lead guitar, bass, drums. Joe 
753 - 8528. 
NEEDED -
l bedroom for LC. Fall Semester 
1990. Contact Cindy ac 273 - 6865. 
SUMMER SUBLET! 
Sl50/month, includes everything. 
Hudson SL downtown. 3 bedroom, 
partly furnished. Call Renee, Rachel 
273 - 3820. 
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM 
Apartments available August on 
Prospect St. Call Bob 272 - 8935. 
PAINTBALL -
Come play america's hottest sport. 
The Object: Eliminate your 
opponents with a squeeze of trigger 
and splat of a Paintball. Min. from 
LC., Weekend Warriors 1-796-2824. 
THINK PINK!. .. 
Houses, that is! Sublet this terrific 
apartment in the groovy pink house. 
Awesome Downtown location. 2 
Bedrooms, spacious kitchen and 
living area. Ideal for entertaining. 
Call now! 272 - 4383. 
SEEKING ONE HOUSEMATE: 
For Fall/Spring '90-'91. One 
bedroom available on 262 
Pennsylvania Ave. - very close to 
-ampus. Call Lisa 277 - 7838 or 
LceAnn 277 - 7652. 
SUMMER JOBS! CAMP 
SEQUOIA. NEW YORK STATE 
CATSKILL MOUNTAINS. Cabin 
Counsellor and Specialty Instructor 
posIUons available in all TEAM 
SPORTS (qualified instructors for 
softball, basketball, volleyball, 
soccer, and street hockey), 
SWIMMING (WSI and/or LTG), 
TENNIS, PHOTOGRAPHY, 
MODEL ROCKETRY, 
WOODWORKING, CERAMICS, 
DANCE, PIONEERING and 
BACKPACKING. Additional 
OFFICE positions available in 
WORD PROCESSING, 
RECEPTIONIST and GENERAL 
SECRETARIAL WORK. Work 
can start a~ early a~ May 15th. 
Competitive c:unp salary, travel 
allowance, room and board. 
INTERVIEWING IN APRIL. For 
more information and an application, 
CALL: 914-679-5291. 
CLASSillFllEDS 
7 BEDROOM HOUSE -
E. State Street. Two kitchens, two 
baths, fireplace, laundromat, parking. 
On 1.C. bus route and close to The 
Commons. $285 per bedroom plus. 
273 - 2814. 
NOW RENTING FOR 1990 ~ 91 -
,OLLEGE CIRCLE 
APARTMENTS 
Next to I.C. 
Just up the road on 96 B 
FABULOUS, NEW, EXTRA 
LARGE, EXTRA NICE. extra 
bathrooms, extraordinary furniture, 
EXCEPTIONAL space, EXTRA 
SPECIAL. Rent starting at $233.33 
per person/per month. 2, 3, 4, and 5 
bedroom apartments available, 
beginning June 1. COLLEGE 
CIRCLE OFFICE NOW OPEN!!! 
Mon - Fri. 8:30 - 5:00, Sat. 11 :00 -
3:00. Call 277 - 1221 or 277 -
1214. 
AVAILABLE 90-91 
School Yenr 
258 l?ennsylvania Ave. 
Modern, 2 bedrooms, minutes 
from J.C., furnished, Avail. 
Aug. I plus electric only. 
505 S. Cayuga 
2nd floor, 3 bedroom, is close 
to buses, Commons. Furnished 
A vaiJ. Aug. I plus elec. only 
128FannSt. 
Three bedrooms, close 
to shopping in quiet,residential 
neighborhood. Furnished, Avail. 
Aug. I, plus elec. only. 
CILASSIIFIEDS 
FURNISHED 3 BEDROOM. 
Downtown. Available Aug. I. 
$245/person includes ALL utilities. 
Gary: 273-6092; 273-7082 eves. 
NICE 3 BEDROOM APT. 
In quiet neighborhood downtown. 
Available 6/1. $200/person plus 
utilities per month. Gary: 273-6092; 
273-7082. 
SUBLET: 
June I - August · 15. 3 Bedroom 
apartment on Hud~on St. Off-street 
parking, fully carpeted and 
furnished, any negotiations will be 
considered. Rent $200. Call Alison 
277 - 0029 or Steph 277 - 2013. 
WOODSY LAKE SETTING-
3 Bedroom house with fireplace. 10 
MONTH LEASE. Beach, Dock, 
Furnished. 273 - 7368 
206 PROSPECT ST. 
1 Bedroom Apartment. Blocks from 
Commons. $429 includes heat. 
Available August 15. 273 - 73~8 
ATTENTION - HIRING! -
Government jobs - your area. 
$17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602-838-
8885. EXT. R 18660. 
"ATTENTION: EASY WORK 
EXCELLENT PAY! 
Assemble products at home. Details. 
1-602-838-8885 Ext. W-18660 
"ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT 
SEIZED VEHICLES -
From S 100. Fords, Mercedes, 
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers 
Guide. I-60Z-838-8885 Ext. A 
18660. 
CLASSHJFIE]l))S 
RENTING NOW for 90 - 91 
school year 
Hudson St., Prospect St., Hillview 
Pl. 
l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, Bedroom 
apartments or whole houses. Most 
places have off street parking and 
all are furnished. Prices range from 
$250. - $285 - per person. Available 
Aug. 1st, 1990. Call 273-5370. 
HOUSE FOR RENT: 
Aug 1990 downtown. 4 
bedrooms, carpeted, washer/ 
dryer, newly 
renovated, furnished/unfurnished. 
parking - no pets. 272-3389/ 
273-6828. 
BRAND NEW -
Efficiency apt. for 1 person. 
Includes utilities, furniture, private 
bath & kitchen. Avail. Aug. I. 
$325. Downtown. 273 - 4781 
WIN A HAWAIIAN VA CATION 
OR BIG 
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP 
TO 
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DA 'VS!!! 
Objective: Fundraiser 
Commitment: Minimal 
Money: Raise $1,400 
Cost: Zero Investment 
Campus organizations, clubs, frats, 
sororities call OCMC: .· 
I (800)932-0528 / I (800)950-84 72, 
ext. 10. 
HELP WANTED: 
COUNSELORS WANTED - Trim 
For Details Call: CERTIFIED down-fitncs.s, co-ed, NYS camp. 100 
PROPERTIES 273 - 1669 
Pennsylvania coed overnight camp 
seeks summer staff. Swim, crafts, 
golf, radio, nature, ten~is. sailing, 
sports, Division leaders, Athletic 
Director, Ass't Cook, etc. 
CONTACT: Mark Glaser, 16 
Gumtree ,Lane, Lafayette Hill, 
Penna. i9444. Call 215.-941-0128. 
Great experience! 
positions: . sports, crafts, many 
SUMMER SUBLET: others. Camp Shane, Ferndale NY 
12734 (914) 292 - 4045. $125/month, 114 Hudson St., private· -------------
bath, close to downtown. negotiable. 
Call Dave M. at 272 - 7423. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE/APT: 
Needed for Jan - Aug. 1991. Going 
away? Need to SUBLET? Call 272 
-4486. 
ONE BEDROOM-
Ithaca Commons Arca, newly 
furnished, dishwasher, micro, 
security system, heat included, 
contact Jim at 277-7000. 
STUDIO DOWNTOWN 
Furnished, conveniently located, 
indudes heat. 273-8181 
EXCITING LOFT 
Beautiful stone fireplace, 3 level 
living, skylights. Grads. 273 -
9300 
AEROBIC 
CAMPUS 
CLASSES ON 
Beginning Mon. 4/9/90 new classes 
offered. M & W 6:45 - 7:45am, T 
& Th 7:45 - 8:45am in Hill Center 
Dance Studio. For more info Call 
274 - 3320. 
4 BR HOUSE -
On Coddington Rd., furnished, 
washer and dryer, dishwasher, 
seconds to LC., Available June I. 
$1,100 plus. Call 277 - 7475. 
NEED A SUMMER JOB! 
Sleepaway camp in Poconos needs: 
General counselors Male/Female 
19+; All Sports; Gymnastics; Dance; 
Tennis; Ham Radio; Archery; 
Riflery; Ceramics; Scenery; 
Waterfront (WSI); Language (French 
and Spanish); Photography; Film 
Making; Piano; Woodshop; Sewing; 
Golf. Write: Camp, 1714 Wantagh 
Ave., Wantagh, NY 11793 or call 
516 -781-5200. 
1. SEND TO· 
TI-IE ITHACAN 
PARK SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS 
953 DANBY ROAD . 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
ITHACA, N.Y. 14850 
OR IF YOU LIVE ON CAMPUS 
THE ITHACAN 
PARK SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS 
(CARE OF INTERCAMPUS MAIL) 
2. DROP OFF -
AT THE ITl IACAN OFFICE 
PARK SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS 
ROOM 266 
Non Commercial: $3.00 for the first 15 words and 
$. IO for each additional word. 
Business: $4.00 for the first 15 words and $. 15 
for each additional word. 
Personal: $1.00 for the first 15 words and $. 10 
for each additional word. 
DEADLINE · Monday before 5:00pm to Insure publication 
on the following Thursday. 
NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
I?HONE NlJl.\lIBER : 
DATES TO R.UN : 
MESSAGE: 
,• . 
. , 
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Calvin and Hobib>ces by 1Bilill Wattersom -
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10 GIT\~ 
Bt_l)~'tl 
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r--__,.,......,0 , \lS T>.Gri.11-\ W\\tN 
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M{iWt..'{ C\IMI.L\£, I'M~ 
W£ Q:l\JLtl~t Ge OJI TONIG\-ff, 
BUT ·11-\\S LITTl.£ C'REEP'S 
PP..l<.t:~T'S fi..'Kt. '::C> ~t'EAATt. 
1D GH AWII--~ ~~ \HM \JNC.E 
IN t,. 't\\l.lLE. Tl-lt>.1 "TT18' ... 
w1rn ST\JPENOOJS SPEtD, 
STl/PENPOIIS MAN IS OVT 
n\E DOOR. -' 
r~~ \ 
~ ~ 
fNW~ 0 FREEOCM ~D 
J\JST\CE $\.Im ~lWt\~S 
~ll Q'ro(TIR~NY, 
~ S\fil.R G\RL! r r 
\ ·.,',,P 
--.."'\ 0 
..-, " 
, :,rj 
·~ 
ALL R\G\{f. 
CAL'l\N! 
Wl-1~1<£.'D '{OJ 
GJ?.' I 
KNOW 'IOJ'R£. 
on \-\E.RE! 
GIT CJl1 fl\\:., 
CAL\/lN,'{0\J 
Pi:.'ST.' O~! 
LIT GO! 
0JIT \f: 
STVPEN/JOf/5 
/tfAH \-!AS 11-\E 
STR£NG™ OF" 
A MILLION 
MoRtt>.l Mffi! 
GIVE \JP.' 
YO\JR PARrnTS Tall) iOJ 
10 BEi/AV£ TON\Gl-l"f, 
R£M£MBER ?.1 11-IEfRE !{OT 
GOINE, 10 B'c. HP.,PPY 't-Mt.N 
il-lD HEAR P.,~T Tl./1'5 .' 
I 
LISTE.t--l C\.lt,..RL\E, 
I'M GO\l--lG TG \iP-NE 
TO CALL '{<:fv \?,ACK 
'1O\J \'10\JLD\'\'1 
Bl:.L1l:.I/£. 'fi\-\/\T 
llHS CRCT\N I~ 
\'-IE{l.R\t{G. 
SEE, \r WE \.11\D 
WJG\-\1 "' cos 
INS\"EP.,D I LI \<'.E 
I Wt>-NTED, Wt. 
CQJU) GCl OUT 
LIKE Tl-11S ALL 
1Wc .. nME. 
~) 
- -
Win\ 
K\JS(\.£5 <lf 
t,\t,.(;~\ 1\ll>E.. 
S'TV/l.NJ/IXIS 
/l1AN FIG\US 
wn~ HEROIC 
~S<:i\.~E! 
~OKE't. WE 
CAME ~ER.E 
10 R'i:.l},)(. 
l.DS TM . .K 
AB~T 
SOMffi\\NG 
E\.S\::. 
Special Agent Gumby falls into the 
frustrated hands of the enemy. 
Garfield 
WHEW! BO<,), I A,£ -roo MlJC/.f. 
KNOW WMAi I ME.AN ? 
Peanuts 
IF ANV OF YOU KNOW 
A GOOD ~!KING S0N6, 
FEEL FR.EE TO SING OUT .. 
HOUSE FOR RENT: 
4 Bedroom. Furnished. Stone 
fireplace, Washer/Dryer, 
$325/bedroom. 273-9300 
SUMMER LIFEGUARDS 
NEEDED: 
For LC. outdoor pool. Must be 
curren!ly matriculating student at 
Ithaca College. Interested students 
must obtain a referral card from the 
Financial Aid Office sts.ting 
financial aid priority. Minimum 
qualifications are Red Cross 
Lifeguard Training Certification and 
Basic Life Support: CPR for the 
Professional Rescuer. Contact Brad 
Buchanan (274-3275) for further 
information and application forms. 
Deadline for applications is friday, 
April 13, 1990. 
LOOKING FOR A 
FRATERNITY: 
Sorority, or srudent organization that 
would like to earn up to $1,000 for 
a one week on campus marketing 
project. Call Elit.abeth U. or Monica 
at (800) 592-2121. 
4 ROOMS AVAILABLE -
In house for 90 - 91. Great location, 
walking distance to downtown & 
Collegetown. Lease begins Aug. 1. 
Summer sublets also available. Call 
273 - 2805. 
SPRINGWOOD TOWNHOMF.S: 
1 and 2 bedroom townhomes, 
generously sized interiors, cathedral 
ceilings, Fireplaces, Private decks. 
273 - 9300. 
IT'S SA TIJRDA Y NIGHT--
And you . are home reading the 
paper Because you 're too far away 
from EVERYTIONG! We have 1-
4 bedroom apartments on the bus 
line and close to I.C. and 
downtown. $260/person. Sj>Dcious, 
WORKING fireplaces, wood floors, 
and more. Best of all ... close lo 
Ithaca's night life. Call Tim 277-
5657 or after 5pm call Le.eAnn 277-
0313. 
by Jim Davis 0 0 
ST-UDENT POSITIONS: 
Ithaca College Office of Summer 
Sessions seeks mature students to 
. provide administrative support for 
summer programs. Must have prior 
office experience and be able to 
. deal with public. Attention to detail 
and accuracy a must. Position I: 10 
·hours a week now through May 18; 
full time May 21 through August 
IO. Position III: Full-time May 14 
through August 10. $4.00 per hour 
plus garden studio apart~cnt 
during summer employment penod. 
Contact Nancy McComb, Office of 
Summer Sessions. Towers 
ConcoUISe, Ithaca College, 274-
3143. 
BRAND NEW -
Efficiency apt. for 1 person. 
Includes all utilities and 
furniture. Available Aug. I. 
$340. Downtown. Call 273 
4781 
0 
"And as amoebas, you'll have no problems 
recruiting other sales reps ... just keep dividing 
and selling, dividing and selling." 
COUNSELORS: 
Top Children's Camp, Berkshire 
Mts., Mass., seeks people over 20 
years who love children. Openings 
for those who have skills in any of 
the following areas: Tennis, 
Baseball, Basketball, Football, 
Swimming, Sailing, Scuba, 
Watcrskiing, Computer Program, 
Golf, Karate, LaCrosse, Camp Radio 
Station, Ceramics, Fine Arts, 
Dramatics, Pianist Good Salary, 
plus room, board and laundry. Write 
Winter Offices: CAMP LENOX, 
270-80 GRAND CENTRAL 
PKWY., or call: 212-662-3182. 
TOWNHOUSES -
Available Fall 1990. 3 Bedroom, 
living room, dining room. kitchen., 
bath and 1/2, outside patio, 1 car 
garage plus 2 spaces. Call (607) 
273 - 6142. 2-lOpm. 
SUMMER' JOBS: 
$9.10/hr. or cc.mmission. Advertising 
sales. No experience necessary. 
Training provided. Work close to 
school. Car recommended. Call 
Steve Gonnan at (800) 344-6766 for 
details & application. . 
METRO MARKETING GROUP 
GREAT SUMMER SUBLET - 2 
large bedrooms, big livingroom, 
kitchen, bathroom with rub. 
screened-in porch and backyard. 
Fully furnished. Cheap!! Call 277 -
7128 if you 're intetested. 
ROOM AVAILABLE -
For 1990 - 91 school year. Three 
bedroom Apt. 101 Linn St. $260 
including utilities. Walking distance 
from Commons. Interested. Call 
Sherry at 273 • 2408. Summer 
sublet available also! 
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Bombers lose two, fall to 2CJ5 
By Eve DeForest 
. . 
. 'The way to prepare for a game 
ngainst Ithaca is not to worry about 
what they've done before, because 
they always play better." 
These were the words of advice 
offered by SUNY Cortland lacrosse 
coach Jerry Casciani prior to last 
. Saturday's Route 13 match-up on 
the Terrace field. 
By outscoring the Bombers in 
each quarter, the Red Dragons were 
able to increase their record to 5-2 
with a 16-9 victory over the Bom-
bers. Todd Freeman lead Cortland 
with six goals and one assist. 
Conland is ranked 11th in the most 
recent Division Ill poll. 
Ithaca captain Tom Corcoran and 
junior Bill Aldrich continued to 
push their team offensively. Cor-
coran pulled through with a hat 
trick and an assist during the se-
cond and third quarters, while Ald-
rich scored two unassisted goals. 
Midfielder Terry Thompson con-
tributed two goals, and Pete Cambi 
and Mark Ramsay each posted one. 
"We need to come out 
of the gates a little 
quicker and be ready 
to play a little earlier." 
--Coach Long 
Hosting Division I Colgate Uni-
versity in the rain, the Bombers 
dropped to 2-5 on the season with 
a 16-12 Joss on Monday. 
Colgate jumped ahead early in the 
first quarter with six consecutive 
goals, before Tom Corcoran scored 
for Ithaca at 10:56. Senior Jim 
bringing his career total to 416 . 
With 416 saves he is currently the 
fifth on the list of career save lead-
ers. Should Hungerford continue to 
perform throughout the season he 
could move into the third position. 
Pete Reardon, '86, holds the record 
with 661 saves in 43 games . 
After the game, Colgate coach 
Mike Toop said, "We jumped out 
real fast and I thought we'd be able 
to control the tempo, but Ithaca did 
a hell of a job coming back." 
,, ;, 
"The way to prepare 
f for a game against 
1 Ithaca is not to worry ~ ............. ~ ....... ~~~~:.:.:.:t.~.;..;..;~~~~~ ! about what they've 
SHARPSIIOO'~ER: Ithaca's Pete Cambi eyes the left side of the net, and fires this shot in an attempt done before, because 
to score a goal m Monday's 16-12 loss to Colgate. they always play 
Vignona hit the team's next goal at 
12:31, assisted by Aldrich. 
Down 6-2, ltliaca coach Jeff Long 
replaced senior goalie Mike Hunger-
ford with sophomore Chris Buck in 
the second quarter. 
When questioned about the deci-
sion, Long answered, "It's a tough 
situation. Actually he (Hungerford) 
was doing a couple technical things 
wrong and that's really the reason 
we pulled him." 
Buck completed the quarter with 
five saves and three goals scored 
against him. 
Offensively, Vignona assisted 
sophomore John Wessels as he 
kicked off an Ithaca recovery by 
scoring 54 seconds into the second 
quarter. Vignona recorded another 
assist, this on a Corcoran goal at 
10:22. Cambi followed up 28 
seconds later with a goal at 10:50, 
while Aldrich scored his second 
goal at 11:59. Corcoran assisted on 
both goals. Vignona wound down 
the first half with Ithaca's fourth 
consecutive goal, only seven se-
conds before the first half whistle. 
Hungerford returned to goal in the 
third. Sophomore Rob Hogan 
scored 42 seconds into the second 
hclf to cut Colgate's lead to 9-8. 
Corcoran recorded his third assist 
on Wessels' score. Following three 
Colgate goals, Aldrich scored the 
last goal of the third quarter, again 
assisted by Corcoran. 
At the stan of the fourth, Colgate 
led the Bombers 12-9. Wessels 
opened the fourth quarter scoring at 
l :54 with an impressive backhand 
flip shot, off of a feed from Cor-
coran. Completing his sixth assist 
of the game, Corcoran combined 
once again with Hogan, who scored 
his second goal of the game at 
7:24. Aldrich ended the game with 
a hat trick. 
Corcoran played exceptionally 
well for the Bombers, ending the 
afternoon with two goals and six 
assists. 
Defensively, senior Dan Feldman 
returned to play, antagonizing the 
Colgate attack throughout the game. 
In goal, Hungerford completed 
three quarters with 13 saves and 13 
goals againsL The senior captain 
has made 91 saves this season, 
better." Cortland 
coach Jerry Casciani 
Long noted, 'That's the unfor-
tunate thing... because we're so 
young, I've mentioned to these kids 
that it's going to be hard always. 
fighting an uphill battle. W c need 
to come out of the gates a little 
quicker and be ready to play a little 
earlier." 
'They set the· tone in the first ten 
minutes and they definitely wanted 
the game a little more than we did. 
I think that was the key to tl1e ball 
game," said Long. 
Yesterday afternoon's scheduled 
contest with ten-time defending 
national champion Hoban was can-
celled due to the snow. At press 
time, a make-up date had not been 
announced. 
April 5,-1990 
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Baseball splits tWo with -Mohawk 
By Geoff Brown 
Freshman Chad Kolb lifted a 
sacrifice fly with the bases loaded 
in the bottom of the seventh inning, 
knocking in the winning nm in the 
first of two games against Mohawk 
Valley on Saturday. 
The junior varsity baseball team 
defeated Mohawk Valley 
Community College, 7-6, in the first 
game. They fell, 5-2 in the second. 
The starting pitcher for the first 
game, freshmen Scott Puhlman went 
4 innings. He gave up four runs, 
only two of which were earned. 
sacrifice fly. 
After the Bombers took a one-
run lead on Ziobro's homer, 
Mohawk Valley remmed with four 
runs of their own in the top of the 
second. 
Puhlman could do nothing as 
sound 
fundamental baseball 
in the first game, the 
kind that allows you to 
"We played 
....,. , The Bombers managed to stay 
close in the middle innings. Relief 
appearances by sophomore Dave 
Stone and freshmen Mike 
Saccomono kept Ithaca in the game. 
win those 
ballgames." 
Mohr 
one run 
Coach 
f'. 
Stone struck out every batter he 
faced and Saccomono finished the 
game to cam the win. 
Sophomore co-captains Eric 
Ziobro and Derrick Schreiber, along 
with Kolb, led the offensive attack. 
Ziobro ignited the Bombers in the 
first inning with a home run to 
deep right center. He finished t11e 
game 2 for 4. 
Schreiber chipped in with three 
singles in four at bats. Kolb tallied 
three hits to join his game winning 
lI§lRAJEL 
.9l .Land 
.91. Peopfe 
.91.n Opportunity 
three errors were commiucd in the 
mmng. The score held until the 
bottom of the fourth when the 
Bombers rallied to take a five-to-
four lead. 
Schreiber, Kolb and Ziobro all 
had hits in the inning but the big 
hit was a nm-producing double by 
freshman Kevin Farrell. 
An inning later, the Bombers 
scored another run to make the 
score, six-to-four. Mohawk Valley 
For more information on all Israel Programs 
call: 
1-800-27-ISRAEL or 211.2-750-7773 
or write: 
Israel !Program Center/ AZYF 
5115 !?ark Avenue, New York, NY ].0022 
BEERS OF THE MONTH 
COKE-OldV"aennaSplits Caseof24 $599,u~ 
-· 6.5oz.Btls. PUASE All varieties 
beep, ClrlfonlA,e Spencerporl.Hcrntll.llltllsv,lle D•nsvdlt PWSDEP 6Pack $189 
Milwaukee's Best 121!z_Pa:.S$299 ~ 12oz. • Cans Pt.uso<Pa,,, 
hce,1 Cl,llonllwe ~~r,orr.lhnelL~lls,tUe o.mu. PWSDEP Wtt,11 $up~IJ, l•s:; 
~,w;,\(:jj;JW ;fi:'3~c~gr, jG,MJ.S 
1 50¢ OFF ANY SUPER .. BYRNIE"SUB! 1 
I ----- (WITHCOUPON) I 
....... , I Limit one per fam1ly·Offer good 3/28·4/10/90 I 
~....; _____ l.:!:,H~se-_E!S',E_E_O.);iLY _I 
Byrne 
· 1cE·Available in LARGE Bllb. bags 
(Wblle SClpply Lasts) 
.. 
second. scored two the next inning to tie it 
up. 
The game held until the bottom 
of the seventh when, with one out, 
freshmen Ryan Card and Vic 
Marchon walked and Schreiber 
singled lo load the bases and bring 
Errors and base running mistakes 
allowed Mohawk to coast to an easy 
5-2 victory. 
potential big innings," said assistant 
coach Brian Parrotte. 
Freshman Eric Gibson started the 
second game and took the loss. It 
was the silent Bomber bats that 
allowed the Hawks to escape with 
the split. 
up Kolb. 
Kolb flied deep enough lo right 
field to allow Card to cross home 
with the winning run. 
"We played sound fundamental 
baseball in the first game, the kind 
that allows you to win those one run 
ballgames," said Coach Steve Mohr. 
"We're making progress with every 
game we play." 
"We played with a lot 
of enthusiasm today. 
This is a young team 
but we will progress 
as the season goes 
on." -- Eric Ziobro 
The only real highlight was a third 
inning home nm by Schreiber over 
the left field fence. 
"I saw the ball real well today and 
I just tried to hit line drives," said 
Schreiber. 
Schreiber accounted for four hits 
on the afternoon. 
"We played with a lot of 
enthusiasm today," said Ziobro, 
'This is a young team but we will 
progress as the season goes on." 
Unfortunately, the fundamental 
play that helped the Bombers win 
the first game deserted them in the "We need to work on rurming the bases, it took us out of many 
LAMOUR IS BACK wrn I 
VARYlNG DEGREES OF 
SMOLDER. TURN THE HEAT UP A 
FEW DEGREES TONIGHT. 
ENTIRE STOCK OF PARTY DRESSES 
20o/o OFF 
SALE THRU APRIL 7 
ON Tl IE COMMONS. OPEN 'TIL 9 P.M. 
TI !URS. & FRI., SATURDAY 'TIL 6 P.M. 
We7d like to show you a path 
that of ten holds ttie greatest reward. 
Rewarding careers for pPOJJIP 
who care. 
Down the road a few ve,m, from 
now,you're going to be glad you cho-.e 
a career path today that';, right m tlw 
heart of Boston. It's Northeastern 
1.:nivers1ty's Boston-Bouve College 
of Human Development Profes;,1ons 
-the smart choice that lead-; to a 
greater reward for people who 
really care. 
The gr-.Jduate programs offered by 
Boston-Bouve College provide you 
with a wide range of career opportu-
nities in health, sport, and leisure 
studies, rehabilitation, counseling, 
communication disorders, and 
education. 
Our faculty have received national 
and international recognition for 
their research, teaching and service 
to others and to their profession. 
Boston-Bouve College has well-
established clinical affiliations With 
some of Boston's leading medical, 
educational and research facilities. 
Study may lead to a master's 
degree, certificate of advanced grad-
uate study (CAGS), or doctoral. 
degree. Most programs are offered 
on a part-tllnl' :c, "Pll ,l~ full-tune 
h,L,h, comhmmg cla!->sroom theory 
\\1:h praet1cal hands-on C'Xpelience 
Cou1:,es mPet m the late afternoon 
and early evening, ;,o students c:m 
contmue to work. 
Graduate program., are offered m 
the following areas: 
Athletic '!raining 
Audiology 
Biomechanics 
Clinical Exercise Physiology 
College Student Personnel Worl< 
& Counseling 
Consulting Teacher of Reading 
Counseling Psychology 
Curricnlum & Instruction 
Educational Research 
Human Development 
Human Resource Counseling 
Human Services Specialist 
Physical Education 
Recreation, Sport & Fitness 
Management 
Rehabilitation Administration 
Rehabilitation Counseling 
School Counseling 
School Adjustment Counseling 
School Psychology 
Speech-Language Pathology 
._,_ 
Special Education 
Teacher Preparation 
Call ((il7) 4:37-2708,orwnll· c;racl-
uatl' Sehool, Bo;,ton-Boun; ( 'ollegp 
of Human Development Profe%1011,-,. 
107 Docher Hall, NortlH',L'>tern l"m-
ver,1ty, flo~ton, MA 021 J:i. Bel·au,P 
~ome of hf e's greate,-,1 reward,, c<1111l' 
to those who eare. 
Boston-Bouve 
College 
Northeastern 
University 
,, 
' 
s 
'"f' .......... . 
1f 1.),bl" ,, L!_ 
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SAFIE SEX Graduation? 
* Are you sexually active? 
Are you protected against unplanned 
pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases (STD)? 
Lake Front 
Cottage 
Did you know that birth control and STD screening 
are available at the J.C. Heatlth Center and that these 
services are totally confidential?? 
Luxurious, 
sleeps six 
Whirlpool Bath 
Fireplace 
Please can For More Information on 
Safe Sex 274-31 n 272-6758 
..... " ......... , .. 
~ - ;: 
-- ---- ---- ---- -- - --
New Styles 
Pt1t 
Fashion Into Fitness 
Sho,,·-off shapes sh<)\\ lip hctkr 1n 
b()dywcar by BodyCc:1r Our Ill'\\' 
arri\':.1l.s of cfancc. fitnc-,s and 
swimwear come in hioh-c.·ncrPv t, t) ,I 
colors and non-stop styles _th:ir Ju 
you exercise your options. endlessly 
So put a little spring in your stcp 
Ithaca CoHege 
Special Events/Conferences 
Summer Positions Available 
Summer Confer.ence Coordinators 
Computer Assistant 
Several positions are available for students 
during the Summer of 1990 to work with the area 
of Special Events/Cont erences. 
1. Three student conference Coordinators will be 
hired to work with Special Events and Conferences 
scheduled on campus during the summer. Primary 
responsibilities involve coordinating all the 
arrangements for housing, food service, registration 
and other conference needs for conference groups. 
The positions involves a great deal of contact with 
the public. -
The jobs require evening and weekend hours. 
Students will be required to live on campus in the 
Garden Apartments. The positions are open to any 
student returning to Ithaca College in the Fall. 
Training for the position will be full-time 
beginning Commencement Weekend and will end the 
third week in August. 
The compensation includes a 2-Person Garden Apartment 
with a telephone and salary. 
2. Computer Assistant--responsible for e~tering ~11 
summer data and maintaining records, office assistance, 
and assistance with summer billing. 
1· . 
r::. 
,. ,. 
I. : 
'., r, 
\nterested students should pick up an application from 
the Special Events/Conferences office located in the 
Campus Center Office, When the ~pplication is ret~rned, 
an appointment will be scheduled with Cheryl Cunningham, 
Special Events/Conferences. 
Deadline for applications is April 6, 199~ by 5 PM. 
Interviews will be scheduled between Apn\ 9-20, 1990. 
we make a comfortable crowd 
ON THE COlv1t-.10NS 
OPEN 'T\L l) P.l'v1. THURS. & FRI. 0 SATURDAYS 'TIL 6 P.M. 
~.------------------------
A world of contemporary 
& ethnic fashion ... 
jewelry and accessories 
House o·f s·halimarr 
Downtown on the Ithaca Commons 
Open Every Day · 273-7939 
- ·261!1rlHIACAN 
s:;. .:, 
--GAMES THIS WEEK--
..,--
SOITIBA!Lll... 
4n 
4/8 
4/10 
Buffalo State (2) 
@ Trenton State (2) 
@ Colgate (2) 
BASEBALL 
4n 
4/8 
4/10 
Clarkson (2) 
SL Lawrence (2) 
Cornell 
WOMEN'S LACROSSE 
4/5 
4/10 
SUNY Oneonta 
@ Colgate 
2:00 
12:00 
3:00 
1:00 
1:00 
3:30 
3:30 
3:30 
Wheelchair Basketball 
MEN'S LACROSSIE 
CREW 
4/7 
@ Rensselaer 
@ SUNY Geneseo 
St Joseph's/ 
Mcrcyhurst 
TENNIS 
4n 
4/10 
St Lawrence 
@ Hobart 
2:00 
4:00 
10:00 
1:00 
3:00 ·' 
FUNDRAISER: Ithaca College physical therapy students played a benefit wheelchair basketball game 
against the Binghamton Stars. Even after being given 26 points, Ithaca's students lost, 42-36. 
I 
SPORTSCASTING 
!5!}~~,l!Y r-J 
Are you serious IL.J 
SYRACUSE 
about sportscasting? UNIVERSITY I • 8 • 7 • 0 
If you are, consider registering for this academy because 
you'll be able to: 
rn Get on-air play-by-play eltperience DAILY 
in both radio & television 
O Cover basketball, baseball, & some footbaH,-too! 
O Work with veteran sportscasters at the Carrier Dome 
(Big Orange Basketball Camp) & MacArthur Stadium 
(Syracuse Chiefs Baseball) 
For more information, complete this coupon & mail ii to Syracuse 
University, Div. of Summer Sessions, Suite 230, 111 Waverly 
Ave., Syracuse, NY 13244-2320. Telephone: 31 S-443-S296. 
-·-·-·---·-·-·-·-·-
Yes, I'm interested in Sportscasti~i Piease send me information. 
Name _______________ _ 
Mdr~---------------fittt~tatejlip ___________ lthaca 
LANCOME6 
PARIS ~ ~ 
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION IN MAKEUP 
CONTINUES 
Introducing 
POUDRE MAJEUR 
Pressed Powder With Micro-Bubbles 
l.,\lll'Ollll' h.l~ ~l"l"I\ llH' 1\11\11 l' di 111,lkt.·llJl ,llHI. 
ck,111\·.11-. l'Ol:IJH!·: :\1,\,11-:lil{ l.111,,w.111<1. 
no,, p1c-...-...l·<I -11 ..,c,.11·11\ ,,h,11 \0\11 --.h111 
lh"l'(i..., \(1 l,ll'l' ,I IIIH'. llllJll;ITt'pl 1hh lll,llll' 
11111--,h 
MICRO-LIGHTWEIGHT - ..,., ,-.,11 t:<·I 1 0111" 
clc~1n·d 1·0, 1·r.1c.1· \\'11 IHHII '-trt·111c, or l1Tlit11.!, ,,.., 
Jlll"..,l"IHT 
TALC-FREE - --,o th<"n··-.11<·,·,·1 ,1 cir\' 
,lrllill'l,11. ·po\\"clt·n·,r look 
OIL-FREE. ,incl"" 01l-,11J-.orh.1111 th.it 1: ,ll"I.., 
,1--, .111 oil hh>11,-r lo lon·--,1.ill ,,h111<· 
MOISTURE-RESPONSIVE - -.o ,·1·,·11 cln· 
~l·\.111 l',111 rt'ldlll It~ O}ll lllllllll 11101"-il \ll"(' h,l},\IH
0
T 
SO UNIQUE - II ,·,111 Ill' \\"OJ"ll ,1Jo1w or m ,-r 
lou11cl,11ion. 
Available in: Tr,11,..,h11·,·111 - till' ..,(1<·,·n-,,1 
lorm ol llattcn: "l.111<· ll<-11.(t· - lor 11wcl1u111 
..,k,111011c-.: "lat 1,· l'!'i-11<' - lo ··1t11 · .i --,,11low 
or ohn· ,·0111pli-"011 $20 00 --,11g!_!!'..,il'd 
n-1,111 p1w,· 
Ask a Lan come Beauty Advisor about 
POU DRE MAJE UR Pressed Powder 
With Micro-Bubbles. Because the best 
is now pressed! 
LANCOME 
PARIS 
WOMEN'S TRACK 
4/6-7 @ Southern Conn. 
Invitational 
MEN'S TRACK 
@ Mansfield 
Invitational 
GOLF 
4/9 @ SUNY Oswego/ 
Colgate 
Active Length 
Glamour Length 
Gems 
272-4370 
Tt.e Commons 
Designer Nails 
eut Above 
Jlairsty/ist 
Fingertip Fashion 
RESUMES 
In Less Than 48 Hours. 
3:00 
1:00 
1:00 
Feathers 
Colors 
Acrylics 
Center Ithaca 
Mezzanine 
Without Leaving Your Room. 
Only $25 
That's Just-In-Time. 
Just-In-Time 
Computing 
Services· 
Pickup & Delivery Always 
Included. Open Everyday 
9am-9pm. 257-6517 
GO ~LOD_AL NOW 111111 LE SAC KASHMIR I Ii< l\l I \ \t Olli I' \Ill'"> 
'?'-_1011._11111 c, 1111;( 11.ll'll<ll I 1)'-,\l()i'()l.11 \\'-,l\1.1. l'.1,·1,1:11 
I Ll{I I_-( 11._,,l OH\"\\ I (Jin 01., II I. Ill r11:,c,I."\'-,\ 11()\ \I.!.\\( ()\II. 
IH.·11 111 II.he, JUSTSl5.5O\UTHANY LANCOME PURCHASE 
1111 ,11\1J11 111 1111-.. -.1.1111-.. llJ,11 I, l..1111 111111 .... ,1 I ... 1.i\11 I( 11,l!lt I\ 1 li.11 \\ 111 "I J \ j)/J 
,Ill\\\ 111 11 I /11 1, ...... /111.d I lrn11 1'-,' .111 It d 1111 ill ,111111111h \\ 11 ll I ,Iii\ ,1-. --11~11ld1 I 
,,11,1p-. 111-.1tl1 _1q1 pcu I,, 1 ,111d -..11.q 1, lc1 ... 1111 .\1 11 ,, ... ,, 1, 11 Inspirations de 
L.il.nc:ornc - , 11,1,, l 11:..:,!11 p111 ... , p,111.ll,li..., · 
~IOSOME Daytime Skin Treatment. NET WT •. 75 OZ. 
I 111 lll ltll ... kill! ,Ill ,\ ... , .... 11 Ill 111 Jl,11( lilt ti 11111 IC\ ... ! Lljll\ --11!11 1, ... \\ 1111 ]1 1 LI "I[-.. 
~·\:,·J1;:/u:·~1...,•,:~;..,'} 
1
1:,, 1
1
1,i.., 11 .... i11 Ill'.!_ 111 ,h111 1 I 1.11 I, ink-.. .111tl 1, , 1 ... ,11 : 1, 1 ,1 11 d ... ;1117; ,1 :1i 1 
OLIGO-MAJOR Activating Scrum With Trace Elements I I I I 1 >/ 1 
-.,·111111111 Ji Ill II.It 1 1111111 1,11,, 1!1,11 ,\IC , ....... , 1111.11111 ... 1,111, It, 1 lil1111.,d ( ... l 1111,111\ II 
1111 I 1!1t '-..1'111 Ii, ,1111111111\ 1 lw 111 -..1 -..1, p [II ... , 11-..11,h ... 1,11u ,II 1 
ADLUTIA IIUILE MOUSSANTE Foaming Oil Cleanser ,,-, 11 < l/ \ 
I \11,ltll d111.11 \ hli-11d 111 -...l,111 -..111,1 11111!..!, 011-. ,11111:..:,1111 It- I It .111 ... 11·, .. ,l•'t ,;1 ...... I , 11. II 
l11111111l,ll1dlC1!..!l\.t'tlJ\/-..1•1p .. 11nc ..,J,1111!11 l11-..lilcl'lol1111-.., 11ll~l1~1l-.lll" j l II\ 
IMMENCILSGentleLasbThickencr. \I.I\\/ .I 1()/ 1_ 11 , 1111n 11 ....... 111 , 111 n 
l11111111l.11011tl111011-...1-..111l111l,111-.. 111d1·nlo111-....4 1\ Ii I I I 111111, \\ 1111 I -..111111!:..:,1 11.d,t Ill I li11;,p ~ I ........ It ..... II I \ 11h11111111111-.. 
HYDRA-RICHE Hydrating Creme LipColour \ I J \\ I I - < l/ 
11~ JI l i1111i111011111!.! 1111111111,1 \\ 1111 t \c 111 ... 1\ ,. In d1 ,111;1,• .1···1 flh ,1111/, ( 11 .1111, 
\\1,i1-..1\1·11h !--.l11111· ... 1111,111d1111 -. --. 1111-..111111-.. 
~l111 I lt1•,11J11111111 ,1-..1111-.. Ill\ 1-..11 Ilic l.,lllt lllllt t tlllll[t I Ille! I\ 
lllTl·:lU;<><lllll"\l.\ \\llil.l"c,l l'l'l ll:'">l..\c,I" . 
LAIVCOME 
PARIS 
HOLLEY'S 
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By Christa Anon 
The women's and men's outdoor 
track teams opened their outdoor 
season this past weekend in a non-
scoring meet with Division I .scho-
ols at the Army Invitational. 
Sophomore Cheryl Nethaway Jed 
the Bombers, capturing first place in 
the 100 meter hurdles. Senior Julie 
Aman took second in the 800 meter 
run, finishing with a 2:18.18. 
Kristina Wachtel, a junior finish-
ed in sixth place in the 400 meter 
run. 
Junior Denise LaRoca qualified 
for the NYSWCAA Championships 
in the 5,000 meter run. Kathy 
Brunken, sophomore, also qualified 
in the 5,000 meter run for the 
NYSWCM and ECAC Champion-
ships. 
Graduate student Maureen Smith 
was also a qualifier for the States 
~d E~AC's in the long jump and 
tnple Jlllnp. 
The men's tennis team opened its 
dual match portion of the 1990 
season I~t Wednesday by defeating 
the Hamilton College Continental 
7-2. • 
· Junior Mike Axelrod defeated 
Hamil_ton's Todd Hargrove in the 
first singles spot, 6-4, 6.1. 
The Bombers also won the fourth 
fifth an~ sixth place singles match~ 
cs. Juruor David Trinkoff took the 
fourth singles match, freshmen Eric 
Nordh?ff the fifth, and Cacy Gru-
ber, sixth. 
In doubles competition, the Bom-
bers swept all three matches. 
Axelrod and Trinkoff combined in 
the first doubles match, winning 6-
2, 6-l. 
Nordhoff and Gruber joined forces 
to defeat their Hamilton counter-
parts in second doubles, 6-2, 4-6 7_ 
I. In third doubles, senior M'ark 
Hocrbclt and junior Geoff Winston 
won, 7-5, 6-2. 
By Scott Leightman 
When 'an athlete gets on a roll 
that person is usually tough to s~ 
for a while. That theory has held 
true for senior lacrosse captain Tom 
Corcoran this past week. 
Corcoran registered 12 points in 
the last two Bomber contests, and, 
as a result, has been selected The 
Ithacan athlete of the week. 
One of two team captains 
Corcoran followed up a three goal 
and o~e assist performance against · 
arch-nval Cortland with a two goal 
and personal high six assist game 
against Division I Colgate on 
Monday. 
'Tom is a good player with the 
potential to be a great player and a 
first team All-American." Ithaca 
third-year coach Jeff Long said. 
Corcoran 's presence on the field 
on Monday was unmistakably 
obvious. Of the 12 goals scored, 
Con;oran had something ro do with 
eight of them. His first goal was 
also the team's first, and ended a 
six goal burst by the Red Raiders. 
He was also a key in the team's 
five goal streak which narrowed 
Colgate's lead to 9-8 only 42 
seconds into the third quarter. Of 
those five goals, Corcoran scored 
one and had three assists, including 
the goal by ·Rob Hogan which cut 
the gap to one. 
"(Taking the game into his own 
hands) should come natural to him," 
Long said, "he is one of the best 
players out there." 
In the previous game, the home 
opener, against Cortland, Corcoran 
helped spark the team in the second 
period by scoring two of his goals 
and his only assist His second 
goal was a rocket which found the 
upper left comer with only one 
second left on the clock in the first 
half. 
'Tom has matured a lot in the 
last two years, he's lllldcrstanding 
the game better," Long said. "He 
has a knack for going to the goal." 
Already this season, Corcoran has 
tallied more assists than he had in 
his previous best year, when ~ <> 
passed out nine. With another 
game like his last one, the senior 
will pass his previous career total in 
:his single season. 
Corcoran's talents are used in 
lther situations than just even 
;ttength play. Corcoran is the 
squad's number one face-off m 
and is also a member of the man 
up llllit, equivalent to the power pla 
in hockey, which has scored at 
impressive 39% clip. 
In addition, the two-time All 
ICAC selection has lead the team · 
scoring in three of the squad's sev 
contests. 
"We count on him a lot and h 
gets the job done. How he goes.· 
a direct reflection of how the t 
goes," Long said. 
for lhe men. senior King Lewis 
led the Bombers with a first place 
finish in the triple jump. Lewis' 
first was lhe only one for the men 
Junior Scan Livingston took 
second in the 1,500 meter run 
Finishing in sixth place in th~ 
discus was sophomore David Du-
mond. 
NCAA adds rrule§ foir 1991 
Freshman Steven Palumbo set a 
new freshman record for Ithaca in 
the hammer, throwing it 46.14 
meters. 
By Scott Leightman 
The NCAA announced several 
rule changes for the 1991 season 
including two changes dealing with 
free throws. 
Players who are fouled while 
attempting a three-point shot will 
now be given lhrce free throws. 
"He's selling everything but his PS/2. 
It's going to be part of his future." 
instead of the present two. 
A step has also been taken to 
eliminate the amount of intentional 
fouls at the end of the game. 
When a team commits their tenth 
foul of the half, the opposing team 
will receive two shots, instead of 
shooting a one-and-one. 
Fighting has been an ever present 
How're you going to do it? 
problem in college basketball, and 
no~ the I-:CAA has taken stronger 
action agru.nst those who decide to 
fight. 
If a player is called for being in 
a fight for the fast time, that player 
will be suspended for one game. 
Suspension for lhe temaindcr of the 
season will occur if that same 
player is caught again. 
Ta~ting, baiting, or using 
undesirable language will result in a 
technical foul. 
'The stuff that has been going on 
is totally undesirable," rules 
committee chairman Ed Steitz said. 
"We iust don't lhink this should be 
a pan oi the college game." 
The IBM Personal System/2® not only helps you now, but can get you off to a fast 
start in graduate school or on the job. The PS/2® comes with easy-to-use, preloaded 
software, an IBM Mouse, and color display. With a special student price and the 
IBM PS/2 Loan for Learning, it's very affordable. 
You can also get special prices on three models of the IBM Proprinter. TM p~ ·· S· /61) 
But don't wait too long. Get a jump on the future now with an IBM PS/2. ~ it~ 
For Purchasing Or Informational Assistance Contact 
Either Brett P. Cooper or Dan Driscoll at 272-6548. ==-:::. .::::(!) - - ------- - -- - ---
- - - ---
--------~ ·0 This offer 1s available only to qualih~ student_s. faculty and staff who purchase IBM PS/2's through participating campus outlets. Orders are subJect to availability. Pnces are subJect to change and IBM 
may withdraw the offer at any time without written notice. 
®IBM, Personal System/2. and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation 
© IBM Corporation 1990. 
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~1r~w opens wit~, a victory 
<>By Marc A. Feledy Kirby said, "Although we had some 
problems earlier in the week, it all 
clicked together at the race." The 
heavy's won their race by 29 sec-
onds with a winning time of 6:45. 
This past Saturday, the Ithaca 
College men's crew team opened 
its season against Marist and Buck-
nell by winning five out of seven 
races. It was the second year in a 
row that the men's crew swept 
Marist in eight men shells. 
Coach Dan Robinson said, 'This 
is the best we've done against 
~farist, the closest race was by 16 
seconds. The guys rowed with poise 
and were clearly better conditioned." 
Heavyweight coxswain Jen Moon 
said, "We blew them out of the 
water. By the first ten strokes we 
already had a 3/4 boat length lead." 
The men's varsity crews started 
their season by winning two races 
and losing two. In eight man boats 
the varsity crews were untouchable. 
The varsiiy heavyweight boat won 
their race by 16 seconds with a 
'Winning time of 6:32. 
Senior Dave Lutz said, "We felt 
greaL We pretty much did what 
we wanted to do; hit the piece hard 
and blow the race open at the I 000 
meter mark." 
The varsity light's pcrfom1c<l well 
by winning their race by 20 seconds 
with a winning time of 6.27. 
Coxswain Tara Maharg said, "We 
hau problems during the week but 
the guys pulled it together, did 
amazing. and there w:L~ basically no 
competition." 
Rower Anthony Herman said, 
'The boat showed that it could 
come together, every day we're 
showing improvement, coming 
together as a good crew." 
The men's novice team also had 
a winning day. They won all three 
of their races. 
Novice coach Ward Romer said, 
"I was very pleased with how 
... strong both crews went. It was a 
good start." 
Heavyweight novice rower Aaron 
Lightweight novice stroke Mike 
Burger said, "We had a strong first 
race of the season, we did con-
siderably well. We started solid 
and had few flaws." 
The novice light's won their race 
by 32 seconds with a winning time 
of 6:49. 
Coxswain Christy Halsey said, 
"St. Joseph's better 
watch themselves, 
we're going to wzn 
big." 
--Jen Moon 
'The guys rowed pretty well, pulled 
out from the start and continued to 
build their lead." 
Now that both crews have vic-
tories under their bell~, attention is 
being turned toward next week's 
home race against St. Joseph's and 
Mcrcyhurst. 
Only the men's varsity heavy-
weight team will be racing while 
the lightweight boat will scrimmage 
against Cornell. 
Coach Robinson said, 'The men 
have their work cut out for them," 
as the heavyweight crew will try to 
avenge last year's loss. 
Dave Lutz said, "St. Joseph's will 
be tough, they start out strong and 
fast. We need to keep our com-
posure. It's anybody's race, a dog 
fight." 
Moon said, "St. Joseph's better 
watch themselves, we're going to 
win big." 
While the varsity lightweights do 
not have an official race they do 
not have the weekend off, as they 
scrimmage against Cornell. 
Lightweight commodore John 
Kibelstis said, "Cornell will be a 
good test to see where we are. In 
the fall we were even, but two 
weeks ago everything went wrong 
and we lost by a length." 
Also, the lightweight boat is still 
trying to settle down with a set 
squad. 
Anthony Herman said, "We're 
still feeling each other out. Getting 
used to each other. With changes 
in the boat with new rowers and 
changes in positions the rhythm of 
the boat isn't set yet." 
Kibelstis added, "It might have to 
take more changes to find the per-
fect mix. People have either got to 
make changes or we're going to 
have to make changes in the boat 
because right now we're not rowing 
vcry well together." 
The novice men's team also will 
be racing this week. Since Mcrcy-
hurst doesn't have a novice team 
and St Joseph's doesn't have a 
lightweight boat the men's novice 
lightweight crew will race along 
with the novice heavyweight boat. 
Coach Romer said, ''I'm curious 
to sec how the crews will fare a-
gainst each other. Both crews arc 
close in speed. We'll have a good 
race." 
Aaron Kirby added, "The light's 
and hcavy's will push each other, 
so we'll have a good race and we'll 
sec whose faster." 
One novice rower said, "We race 
against each other every day, one 
day the hcavy's win the next day 
the light's. It's going to be a tough 
race, both crews want to win big. 
Bragging rights arc on the line but 
our main concern is beating St. 
Joseph's." 
' .. ·• 
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STROKE!: Ithaca's varsity heavyweight boat rows along on the 
Cayuga Lake Inlet. Ithaca lost only two races the entire day. 
Laxers on three game tear 
By Rorie Pickman 
The Ithaca College women's 
lacrosse team went on a three-
game winning streak this week, as 
they won all three games. The 
team improved its record to 5-L 
The success began on Thursday, 
when the Bombers played at 
Bloomsburg. Coach Andrea Golden 
said that Bloomsburg was a good, 
fast-moving team. She was im-
pressed with their center, Kathy 
Frick. 
Coach Golden also found their 
left attack wing, Cathy Sampies, to 
be "difficult to contain." 
The Bombers stayed close to 
Bloomsburg in the first half. The 
score going into halftime was 4-3 in 
favor of Bloomsburg. . 
Coach Golden said, "Bloomsburg 
had teamed up to cause some ha-
voc." 
To start the second half, the Bo-
mbers slipped into a zone to slow 
81oomsburg down. The strategy 
. worked and that successful defense 
,. combined willl a potent offense, 
propelJed Ithaca to a 7-4 advantage 
in the second half and a I 0-8 vic-
tory. 
Golden was pleased with the 
amo1D1t of shots her team took. but 
would have liked to have gotten 
more repeat shots. 
Senior Deb Deaver once again led 
the squad, scoring four goals. 
Robin Hopkins contributed three 
goals and freshman Megan Quinlan 
added two big goals in the second 
session. Goaltenders Beth Phelps 
and Jo Leiva combined to make 22 
saves. 
ven visited the South Hill. 
The visitors were very poised in 
the beginning, and took a 2-1 lead. 
However, the Bombers left the field 
at the half with the lead, after goals 
from Deaver, Quinlan and Cheryl 
Smith. 
Ithaca played without Aileen 
Foster and Jeannine Joseph, who 
were both injured. As a result, 
"We also have to be more consistent 
with our goalkeeping. We are not 
shy and we are ready to go head to 
head with people." --Coach Golden 
The team's success in that contest 
was that the team was in more 
control in the second half. Al-
though it was not a good game 
passing wise, Bloomsburg is a good 
Division II team and is one of the 
better . teams Ithaca has played so 
far this season, according to Gol-
den. 
On Saturday. the Bombers opened 
their home season when Lock Ha-
Smith stepped in at midfield, Jen 
Allen playedoneof the auack wings 
and Nancy Diamond took the other 
side. With the new faces in the 
line-up, the team was a little out of 
sync connecting through the mid-
field, according to Golden. 
While the passing game did not 
flow as well as it could have, but 
the defense played Lock Haven well 
defensively. 
"I was impressed with our ability 
to work hard on the field and hustle 
to make the game go into our 
hands," Golden said. 
The Bombers came out of the 
game with a 7-4 victory. Beth 
Tilton played a good second half 
and Cathy Weidmann helped force 
the ball to go to Tilton. Hopkins 
scored the team's first goal in the 
half, making the score 4-2. 
Quinlan tallied the game winning 
score with 10:02 left to go in the 
game, making the score 5-4. 
Diamond finished out the scoring 
by netting two nice shots towards 
the end of the contest. 
Ithaca took their two game 
winning streak into Tuesday's home 
contest with East Stroudsburg. The 
two squads played through a snow 
storm, but Ithaca still came out on 
top, 14-4. 
The Bombers jumped out to a 9-
2 lead at the half, and although the 
weather got worse, Ithaca's 
concentration and play got better . 
Diamond paced the team with 
four goals. Hopkins, Deaver, 
Quinlan, Smith and Becky Veduccio 
also tallied for the Bombers. 
. ''We are using games to iron out 
things which have not been going 
so well," Golden said. 
Ithaca faces three tough games 
next week when they take on 
Division I Colgate, Cortland and 
Trenton St. 
"We will have to pass the ball 
better and stabilize our midfield," 
Golden said. "We also have to be 
more consistent with our 
goalkeeping. We are not shy and 
we arc ready to go head to head 
with people." 
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